
293Laboratory

42Lab

http://www.293lab.com

Bubbo is a platform to find the people you love eating with based on our machine-learning-
engine using science.  It helps making friends all over the world when you are traveling or 
simply using it in your city. The size of individual catering has reached $8.3 billion in 2013 and 
Youth Tourist Group spent $217 billion in 2012 which is the fastest growing group.  Bubbo is 
positioned as a location-base meal hosting and friending platform, focusing on youth tourists 
group. It searches the most potential friends for you by our regularly updating psychology-
base questioning system (PQS). Comparing with traditional friending applications, they used 
random searching and profile picture browsing which are inefficient and time consuming.  
The scientific searching engine in Bubbo enables users to make friends in a scientific way and 
make local friends via eating. Bubbo has been announced as the top 30 teams in Google EYE 
program 2016 and defeated more than 200 teams. The beta version will be released by the 
end of 2016 in Hong Kong first.  This model will then be duplicated on Taiwan and Bangkok 
which shared a similar environment like Hong Kong.  Bubbo charges the hosts for 10% of 
transaction as the service fee.  

42Lab	is	a	portable	hardware	platform	of	biotech	experiments.	42Lab	is	a	suitcase-sized	laboratory	
which has performance equivalent to traditional biotech equipments like centrifuge, PCR machines 
and Transilluminator. More than that, with the modules design, the user can combine different 
biotech and even chemistry equipments in a box.      

Features: 
- Laboratory in a box 
- Modelus design with magnetic connector 
- Different combinations of biotech equipments 
- Can be operated in remoted area with battery option  

We believed that biotech is the 21st digit. Biotech is similar to the situation of electronics and 
computing 60 years ago. The computer at that time was huge and bulky as a car and only available 
in academia and institutes. But now, most of us have personal computer and smartphone.      
Biotech is at the similar direction now. Imagine that what if you can check your DNA and make 
GM food at home in the coming 10-20 years? Empowering individual and Removing the barrier 
to	understand	and	manipulate	biotech	is	our	core	values.					For	potential	market,	42Lab	aims	at	
Science, Technology, Education and Math (STEM) eduation in primary and secondary schools, 
biohacker community and even researchers in developing countries.  For biz model, we sell the 
42Lab	and	consumable	to	schools	and	biohacker	community.	Also	we	offer	biotech	workshop	and	
sell	the	online	biotech	learning	materials.		42Lab	is	one	of	the	ten	winning	teams	of	the	University	
of Hong Kong DreamCatcher 100K funding in 2016. 

The 100 Finalists
I n fo r m a t i o n  i s  p ro v i d e d  b y  t h e  co n te s ta n t s ,  a n d  i s  s u b j e c t  to  c h a n ge  w i t h o u t  p r i o r  n o t i ce .
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Accosys

Accukit Technology Limited

http://www.accosysltd.com

http://www.accukit.com

We build artificial intelligence concierge services for the service industry and public sectors. 
Our AI concierge is a SIRI-like problem on social media (e.g. WeChat, Facebook, etc.) and a set 
of HTTP-based API that could make most existing systems (e.g. websites, mobile apps, kiosks, 
etc.) able to think and talk to people. We are closing a deal with one of the biggest real estate 
companies in HK and will launch our AI concierge in one of the premier shopping malls. We 
are closing our Angel round of investment by the end of this Sept.  

Accukit©is an innovative technology corporate founded in Dec. 2015 by a team of three 
graduates from the Faculty of Engineering, the Chinese University of Hong Kong. In ACCUKIT, 
we create accurate and smart products for sports training to help people pursue healthier 
lifestyle hence serves the society efficiently.   Our proposed “Smart Health & Fitness Device” 
is an additional kit to be installed on commercial available gym equipment, which monitors 
biomechanical information and movement of the user during their workout sessions. 

The device consists of two main modules: 

1) smart sensor modules for human biomechanical information collection, and 

2) status monitor module with user interface and display for real-time feedback to improve 
user experience and efficiency of the workout. With intelligent analysis and feedback, this 
device will help user scientifically and efficiently use the gym equipment hence reduce 
workout injuries. Through simple attachment, our device can turn the traditional gym into 
“smart gyms”.



Acesobee Limited

Acquaintance Enterprises Limited

http://www.acesobee.com

“It’s	all	about	LOVE	and	CARE	–	a	Personal	Care	Plan	for	you	and	your	family.”		

Acesobee is a local Hong Kong startup developing the first Personal Care Plan (PCP) solution 
in Asia: acesome®, a system transformed from the bedside nursing care plan in medical 
ward. It consolidates care plan / treatment instructions including medication / diet / exercise 
/ consultation etc. to allow both care-giver (doctor / nurse / physio / dietitian) and care-
taker (patient / individual) to share / follow / advise the caring status and planning.  With 
technological advances, and increasing awareness and knowledgeability towards health, 
“computerization” and “personalization” have become 2 key concepts that many governments 
and public services have adopted as a fundamental corporate strategy. Without exception, 
the local medical community is enthusiastic in pursuing this stylish movement to ‘reinvent’ 
the existing care system. Facing the alarming aging population, controlling healthcare cost is 
also of paramount importance for governments around the world.   Inspired when taking care 
of his 85-year-old chronically ill grandma with other family members, our founder Albert Au, 
would like to tackle the issue with our signature product acesome®, an innovative personal 
care plan and mobile records gateway that facilitates intensive and preventive personal 
healthcare.  acesobee is now running a special social impact programme in 3Q2016 offering 
3-month free trials to non-profit making nursing homes, homecare services providers, clinics 
and NGOs with our solution. acesome® is now deployed in a reputable nursing home with 300 
beds in Hong Kong as a pilot project. 

The idea of 36Link is to link the supply (the truckers and its agents) and the demand (the 
shippers or the cargo owners) of the truck industry together through our platform, while the 
service of the truckers will be standardized and guaranteed by our self-developed operation 
system. It is an eco-system that keeps the market open, standard and transparent. The idea 
is easy to tell but different to execute because trucking industry is extremely low-end even 
in the era of communication technologies. To change the industry norm, 36Link makes use 
of	innovative	UI	which	fits	perfectly	to	the	need	of	truck	drivers.	The	user	experience	(UX)	is	
the heart of the system instead of the system technology itself because the users in trucking 
and logistics industry do not need rocket science, but only the ready-to-use system that can 
improve their business environment. Our goals are to improve the transparency of the Hong 
Kong freight trucking market, enhance the service standard of the service providers, improve 
the truck utilization rate of the trucks, and at the same time lower the logistics cost for the 
shippers.
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Addweup

Advwhere

http://www.addweup.com

http://www.advwhere.com

Addweup wants to solve leftover currency when passengers are departing in the airport. 
We provide a kiosk in the airport for passengers and offer 3 solution, you can deposit these 
money into online payment accounts such paypal, wechatpay or visa card, also can convert 
into mileage point, or donate it to their charity of choice.  We believe your change can change 
the world!

Advwhere builds Asia’s 1st Influencer Professional Network that empower your potential to 
influence with what you love, where users can understand more about the myth of social 
influencer, and connect to passionate influencers around the world.



Aham Solutions

Aladdin Fintech 
Company Limited http://www.iroommate.cc

GloBol app is a one of its kind of mobile app which will not only help users to translate their 
native language to another language but also it would help them to learn another language.

The basic concept of the app is to help to learn basics of another language which are required 
to survive when in a non-native place.

The first version of App will contain about 500 Words with pictures and sound. The app will 
not only provide pronunciation sound of word but also by using English the pronunciation of 
the words would be provided. Future plan is to give pronunciations in the native languages.

Currently App is available in google play store. iOS development is in progress.

iroommate is a co-living social application that allows you to find roommate in the cities 
to rent together. We have users who share rooms and user who are finding rooms. We now 
match up both sides to build a community based apartment and target to be the largest 
online rental platform in a long run. Our App has over 150K downloads and over 10K listings, 
the apartment model has started in Sept and the feedback is good. Now at growth stage and 
we closed 1M USD fundings to speed up our growth. The project is founded by an experienced 
online and property management team including ex-Yahoo, Wanda, MTR, and property 
management experts. 
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Alps Robot Limited

Amazing Trace Technologies Limited

In today’s construction industry, we still use a lot of labors to move materials, machines like 
hundreds and thousands of years ago. All the mobile machines, vehicles in construction site 
use today are based on wheel or caterpillar technology, when moving in a terrain environment 
such as stairs, high steps, heaps of rubble, etc. It is hard to imagine they can move on it.  
Why no one change it, today, we have a solution.  Autonomously Hexapod Mobile Robot with 
3D SLAM(simultaneously localization and mapping) technology, this kind of robot can move 
material in most of terrain environment and suitable for a large repertory of applications. We 
have also expansion design for cherry picker’s working platform which is originally based on 
wheel or caterpillar technology that can move only in a specific workspace.  In construction 
site, machines shall move in small space especially in an interior environment, GPS/GNSS 
technology cannot solve robot localization in such interior environment. By 3D SLAM 
technology, location of robot could be transferred to robot itself and mobile APP device. 

Marketing and Sales:   
1.Local and vicinity market(Hong Kong and China): Sales force and Direct sales to target client  
2.Overseas market: Distribution or whole sale

Target customers(B to C and B to B)   
1.Cherry picker and construction machine manufacture   
2.Contractor of construction industry such as moving material and machine, especially case 
for slope maintenance.    
3.Logistic company will choose robot to move material up and down stairs or rough earth 
environment. 

Amazing Trace is the ‘Pokemon Go’ of tourism + trade in Hong Kong.   App users can capture 
digital discounts while they walk around and discover interesting details of the places they 
visited. They can leave their digital footprints so others may follow their trails and experience 
Hong Kong from their perspective. Users can engage with others and gamify their experience. 
They earn digital currency or rewards when their trails become popular in the Amazing Trace 
interactive website.  We propose a new online to offline (O2O) business model. Business 
establishments can lease proprietary Amazing Trace Tags (Lures) to establish their digital 
presence on the app and to attract more traffic to their brick-and-mortar stores. Apart 
from the lease of Tags, income stream comes from a) Digital content development, b) Ad 
placements on our interactive website, and c) Percentage from digital currency and reward 
system.   Amazing Trace can be scaled up to cover places beyond Hong Kong. We are looking 
at expanding to nearby Asian cities before going international.  We position Amazing Trace as 
a navigation app to locate and drive more business to commercial establishments with the 
use of our digital platform. With this new engagement, a new form of customer currency is 
created	–	digital	loyalty	in	the	new	economy.		Our	tagline	‘navigate,	create	and	authenticate’	
provides an enriching and gamified experience for local and international travelers around 
Hong Kong and beyond. We hope to add more business and create more opportunities for 
tourism and trade with highly engaged users. 



Ananflow 
Technology Limited

Appreiz Inc

http://www.ananflow.com

http://www.appreiz.com

Founded in 2013 by Professor Gary Chan of University of Science and Technology Hong Kong, 
Ananflow (anan is a Hebrew word meaning cloud) is a software company focuses on Cloud+Fog 
technology	 development	 particularly	 on	 OTT	 (Over-the-Top)	 Live	 and	 VoD	 streaming	
application. Clients include China Mobile HK, HK Jockey Club, MeiAh, etc.  Streamphony 
carries numbers of patents and has won the Best SME ICT (Cloud Solution) Gold Award by 
Hong	Kong	ICT	Awards	2014.			Its	CDN-Fog	Technology,	Optimized	Push,	Multi-Path	Delivery,	
etc. technology makes its OTT platform more efficient in bandwidth, cache and storage; High 
Scalability; Reduce deployment cost by up to 50%*; Lower operation cost; Lower delay; Avoid 
traffic Jam; Higher bitrate delivery.  Our business strategy is to form joint ventures in Asia 
via technology investment to build and operate nationwide OTT entertainment platform. 
Ultimately we build a cross-countries OTT platform in Southeast Asia to tap into the lucrative 
OTT	market	(global	revenue	of	US$62B	by	2020).		Via	our	subsidiary	company	“Goffog”,	we	have	
formed	a	 joint	venture	named	MVTV	Asia	Network	 in	Malaysia.	We’ve	obtained	countrywide	
licenses	 to	 build	 and	 offer	 network	 services,	 and	OTT	 TV	 network	 in	Malaysia.	 Planning	 to	
launch a mobile entertainment platform targeting younger generation in Malaysia by the 
end	 of	 this	 year.	 	 Our	 team	 consists	 of	 Streamphony’s	 inventor,	 professor	 from	HKUST;	 TV	
broadcasting, internet streaming and media delivery industry veteran, and U.S Ivy League 
University trained, experienced IT startup manager.  

64%	of	workforce	leaves	their	jobs	because	they	do	not	feel	appreciated.	41%	of	Millennials	
prefer to be recognized for their work monthly and 80% want on the spot recognition.  Appreiz 
is a social recognition platform to redefine talent management. Appreiz allows employees  to 
recognize individuals on values, competencies and skills thereby generating social feedback 
including from social media to Appreiz graph (patent pending) of demonstrated capabilities 
& skills for the employees.  Appreiz Dashboard and Organizational Network Analysis  for 
employers. Beyond employee-to-employee recognition, Appreiz can connect employees to 
customers, partners, suppliers and others to give and receive recognition via social media 
and internet. Appreiz creates a recognition profile built on demonstrated capabilities and can 
be transferred to individual recognition profiles which can be accumulated across employers.
With Appreiz, Organizations can right source, the right talent, by asking for employee’s 
recognition profile along with resume to know the demonstrated competencies and skills.
Appreiz also provides an easy way to employees to share recognitions on social sites like 
LinkedIn, etc. It is integrated with Slack.We have a marketplace for rewards  and you can add 
non-monetary rewards as lunch with CEO , shadowing a CEO etc.  

Area of Focus : HR Tech Market   
- Global market  initially small and medium business IP   
- Filed patent for Appreiz Graph which creates timeline  of demonstrated capabilities and 
skills as appreciated by others. It is a transferable graph . 

In future we envision it as replacing your resume for hiring. It is a subscription based model. 
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Appus 
Technology Limited

Archiparti

http://www.omycarapp.com

https://www.archiparti.com/

Appus Technology Limited aims to build an always-connected platform for cars and drivers; 
involving a must-have app delivering real-time crowd-sourced traffic and other essential 
information to connected drivers, with the use of the latest information technologies and 
a	 data-driven	 business	 model.	 	 Commencing	 its	 operation	 from	 Hong	 Kong	 in	 2014,	 the	
Company has achieved a download rate exceeding 62,000 for its initial product, the OMyCar 
app.   Currently, our product has two parts: crowd-sourced traffic information, and rating of 
the automobile after-sale service industry. With our product, drivers in our driving community 
can share real-time traffic information and also help each other out during roadside 
emergencies. In addition, drivers can rate and comment automobile workshops; therefore 
bringing transparency to a traditionally obscure industry.   We will soon introduce a new 
navigation function where we help drivers to optimize their driving experience. All with the 
help of crowd-sourced real-time traffic information. As well, we will also be collecting and 
analyzing data on drivers’ behavior and vehicle movement. This will enable our company 
to move closer to our smart city vision.  We will start with the Hong Kong market, which has 
over 550K active drivers with over 500K active vehicles. This market is now worth close to HKD 
13B and is growing steadily year after year. Within the next two years, we will expand to other 
metro	cities	in	Southeast	Asia	that	is	currently	worth	USD	40B	(and	growing)	with	over	175M	
registered vehicles. 

Founded in August 2015, Archiparti is the largest interior design business in Hong Kong with 
over 1,200 independent designers all over the world and project value of over USD 1.5 million 
as of September 2016.  We provide a platform where independent designers can match 
with clients at our marketplace and obtain SaaS supports from our cloud based intelligent 
solution. We bring down the cost of independent designer service through providing project 
management tools to handle the repetitive & inefficient inherency part of their daily project 
management work including contracts, insurance, project management, quotation, invoices 
etc.   We have partnered with many large brands in the industry (Swire Properties, Towngas, 
Mia Cucina etc.) and real estate partners on many public events. We are cohort 3 of Blueprint 
Accelerator Program by Swire Properties, and also one of the finalists at RISE Conference in 
2016.



Founded in 2015 and headquartered in Hong Kong, BID N EAT Co. Ltd. aims at providing the 
public with new dining experience through a combination of traditional and cutting-edge 
technologies. Our platforms connect diners and restaurants on a real-time basis. Restaurants 
are offered an instant channel to advertise their brand and create business instantly via the 
provision of offers to diners around the area. On the other hand, diners will enjoy a spectrum 
of offers and instant table reservation service.  The Company designed the restaurant-side 
product (BNE Merchants) and diner-side product (BID N EAT). Connecting the two with 
traditional cloud computing technology, backed by our in-house sophisticated algorithm 
and analytical methodology. Restaurant owners can feel the traffic and food discovery 
rhythm around their area in our BNE Merchants platform. Restaurants are invited to provide 
instant offers according to its own strategy and vacancy with full flexibility. The generation of 
extra business for them remains the ultimate goal for us. “Save for the taste, time shan’t be 
wasted” is our philosophy. BID N EAT strives for a fast and simple, nonetheless personalized 
and enhanced experience for modern food discovery process. It is structured to minimize 
the discovery effort ( just a few clicks) and produce the best outcome (number of offers) on a 
real-time basis.

 

Berry Lab’s visions is to apply IoT technologies to music devices to enable “Anywhere anytime 
enjoyment”.  We are now shifting from purely consumer electronic into licensing model with 
the proof of this concept on Kickstarter, as we have foreseen the larger market potential to 
transfer previous generations of audio products into smarter devices. Plus device, we have 
a strong backbone network for music licensing based on blockchain technology, which can 
boost the whole music industry and disrupt the traditional licensing model. In this way, we 
are the first mover and fastest mover in market, and riding on the trend to transform the 
whole music industry.

BID N EAT Company Limited

Berry Labs

http://www.bidneat.com

http://berry.ai
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Braingo Solutions

Bioanalyser 
Company Limited

STAMPWALLET, everyone is able to save and exchange stamps with other users and claim the 
reward with a mobile device. Merchants from different industries can join as a community 
to allow customer to share the stamps!  Mission:  We are proposing the STAMPWALLET, a 
software as a service (SaaS) application that allows merchants to give out digital stamps that 
reduce the marketing and production cost and establish a platform where customers can 
easily exchange the stamps through our mobile application.  Customers get stamps using our 
physical STAMPWALLET cards which are linked with our mobile application, another option 
to receive the stamps.   

2 goals to build a new win-win environment as below:  
1) Customers can exchange their stamps between different types of retail stores, i.e. Bakeries 
and Boutiques. Retailers joined using our solutions are able to share the majority of customers    
2) Customers can exchange their stamps among large retailers which belong to the same 
group, for example, Mannings to Wellcome. 

It is more close to the actual usage of physical stamps which will be more adaptable to 
public. In addition to creating a convenient way to develop a stamp card loyalty program, 
we believe this solution would reduce the marketing expenses of merchants as well as saving 
the environment.   It would generate large amount of waste when the merchant distribute the 
loyalty cards. Also, digital platform offers merchants flexibility to easily adjust promotions of 
different products while digital stamps can eliminate the production cost of physical stamps. 

Our novel product is about rapid screening detector for testing phthalates or plasticizer 
substances existing in any plastic products, such as infant bottle, children products, toys, 
food-contacted product or  skin-contacted products, etc. Therefore, our business focus on 
business-to-Business, the market segment will mainly focus on testing and certification 
industry for retailers, buying offices, trading companies, manufacturers, NGO and Government 
sector such as Custom. Our business will provide an onsite rapid phthalate detector and 
then the test result will be transferred to supply-chain quality management cloud system for 
online record via wireless network, then an offline and online real-time quality control can be 
performed successfully. This real-time supply-chain quality management can save customer 
quality control processes time, but can also save testing time of 3rd party laboratory, even 
though save Custom’s inspection and quarantine processes time; this offline instrument can 
help factory and buyer a cost-effective and efficiently prevent any non-conformity occurred 
from raw materials getting into manufacturing process to finished products before delivery. 
The business model will be similar to 3rd party laboratory business, we work with international 
3rd party lab to promote one-stop shop certification service in which 3rd party lab’s audit 
team can send out QC inspector to conduct a rapid screening test using this novel instrument 
and upload the real-time test result to customer account via cloud system of supply-chain 
quality  management, customer may easily monitor the quality and compliance status of her 
supplier before confirming delivery. IP funding was granted by ITC and in pending.

http://www.bio-analyser.com



What do you think about the impacts to the environment and livelihood of human beings by 
the rapid development of trading activities via electronic platforms in China nowadays?  In 
the country, huge expansion of electronic trading platforms in recent years has advocated 
generally deep culture of spending and consuming. All generations are enjoying the 
convenience brought to them by electronic medium in the everyday life. However, the values 
of conventional virtues like conservation, commentaries, harmony with natures, etc. are 
diminishing. The resources on Earth for the next generation are being consumed rapidly due 
to the ever expanding materialistic atmosphere. How could we make the balance between 
development of e-trade platforms and environmental protection?  Money is the equal sign for 
every trade transactions today. However, there is no account on the environmental impacts 
by the deals. We see this as a gap that we need to bridge by our proposed C2C Carbon Trading 
Platform. Together with a series of effective and sustainable carbon trading systems, we could 
realize the environmental impacts of every trade and take account of them on the parties who 
have carried out the deals.  C2C Carbon Trading Platform, as we would expect, could reduce 
the influence due to excessive e-trading activities and unnecessary consumption. It could, in 
the long run, help establish a sustainable model for the development of consumer’s markets 
in China.  

Carbon Exchange  
(Hong Kong) Ltd. http://www.cexhk.com

Capheart Limited http://www.capheart.com

There are 3,000 sudden deaths in Hong Kong each year. Sudden death may happen without 
warning,	and	sometimes	even	undetected	by	body	check	–so	it	may	happen	to	even	you	and	
I seemingly healthy. According to American Heart Association, sudden cardiac arrest survival 
rate drops to below 10% if Automated External Defibrillator (AED) shock and Cardiopulmonary 
resuscitations (CPR) is not performed in 10 minutes.  However, Government will only promise 
ambulance to arrive within 12 minutes, with a 92.5% target.   

Capheart is an app trying to maximize survival rate of cardiac arrested patients before the 
arrival of ambulances. In case someone you care about is breathless and pulseless, click a 
button in our app to call ambulance centre directly, which already saved you half a minute 
compared with dialing 999.   With your GPS location, Capheart will also display the nearest 
AEDs with contact number so you can directly ask the owners to borrow AED for rescuing 
(Among those location data we collected, most of the AED owners agree to lend AEDs to public 
in case of emergency.).  In future, we may recruit volunteers to help in case of emergency to 
perform bystander AED shock and CPR.      

Capheart	was	awarded	as	Open	Group	–	Champion	in	2016	City	Challenge	organized	by	Hong	
Kong Science and Technology Parks Corporation (HKSTP).
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Censpot Trading 
Corporation Limited https://hk.linkedin.com/in/kelvenlit

Current access and contact-less electronic payments gateway still require the presence of 
cards and their contacts with sensor to complete the process. This in turn has caused much 
inconvenience for users and operators especially during peak hours, or when their cards 
are malfunctioning. Invis, at its prototype stage, aims at solving this problem by its patent-
pending long-distance Active UHF RFID verification system. Users no longer need to take out 
their cards to touch the sensors for access, instead they can just pass through the gate with 
the devices in their bags/pockets/mobile phones and recording of entry/payment could be 
done. Invis could also be extended to other settings like Facilities for Disabled persons, Private 
Libraries, Warehouse so to ease the convenience of entry and exit of uses. This project has 
successfully gained Angel Fund of $0.5m and prototype is under development.   Founder of 
this company, Mr. Kelven LIT, is a serial entrepreneur who is a graduate of HKSTP’s incubation 
program and SOWAsia Accelerator Program, and has been elected to be a committee member 
of The Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce. He is an awardee of IAIR CEO Award, and 
has appeared frequently on newspapers, radio, or even Facebook of government senior’s 
officials for his achievement. He currently also serves as Mentors for various organisations 
including PolyU, Junior Achievement HK and Hang Seng Management College.

Cathay Photonics Limited

Cathay Photonics Limited has the technology to make any surface harder by applying a coating 
of nano-layer of sapphire. Cathay Photonics can be applied using current manufacturing 
technology, has produced engineering samples, and is working with major manufacturers 
worldwide. Cathay Photonics’s technology has won the 2016 Grand Prix at the International 
Exhibition of Inventions of Geneva.  Cathay Photonics has a portfolio of IPs around their core 
technology.

http://cathayphotonics.com/



Chaka Technology Limited

Innovation 
HomeTaste connects the world around your dining table. This online platform connects 
travellers with local citizens, enabling visitors to learn more about local cuisine and customs 
through direct interaction with the locals.  

Business Model   
The HomeTaste platform connects hosts and guests:  
(1)	Hosts	–	Set	up	profile.	(with	menu,	price,	time	availability	etc.);		  
(2)	Guests	–	Choose	the	host	that	they	are	interested	in	and	send	a	request;		  
(3) We charge a 10-20% commission for every transaction made through our platform. 

Achievement   
(A) Business: Pilot Programme has been done for market validation.  
(B) Recognition:   
(1) Champion - Enactus World Cup Hong Kong & South China Regional Competition 2016;  
(2) Champion - Enactus Hong Kong Social Business Super Bowl 2016;  
(3) Top 10 Teams- HKFYG Social Innovation Challenge 2016;  
(4)	Final	Round	Team	-	Good	Seed	Incubation	Programme;	 
(5) Top 6 Winning Teams - Google Empowering Young Entrepreneurs Programme 2016  

CHEARS Technology 
Company Limited http://www.chears.hk

CHEARS is an Intelligent Hearing Aid designed for hearing impaired people. Connected with 
smartphone and earphone, CHEARS is able to bring out soft and clean sounds for them 
to have a better communication with families.  To make the intelligent hearing aids with 
comfortable experience, lower cost and better performance, technologies such as OPENSL 
ES	and	APT-X	Low	Latency	are	used	to	deal	with	the	latency	problems	when	transmitted	via	
wired or wireless connection. Besides, the intelligent noise suppression algorithm designed 
by us also improved the sound quality for the users.  

We are honoured to be awarded from PolyU Micro Fund 2015, PolyU Goodseed 2016 and 1.5 
years incubation period from Hong Kong Science & Technology Parks Corporation (Incu-App 
Incubation Program). We would continuously invent more wearable health care products to 
benefit the society.  
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Clozetto Limited http://www.shoplovers.co

Initiated by shoppers, ShopLovers bring in shopping enthusiasts and product designers, to 
create a new participating shopping experience through Crowd Shopping.   

We empower shopping lovers to invite designers they like throughout the world, participate 
in evolving design, and do Crowd Shopping together. Designers benefits from risk-free bulk 
order with market feedback, and shopping enthusiasts can enjoy the new experience and get 
the hottest discoveries.   

Demand observed at Hong Kong: 
17,000 users(HK) 
6,000/mo. unique returning visitors 
100,000 usd total shopgether turnover   

Awards received: 
Top 10 startup by Google EYE Program in 2015 
Top 10 startup selected by Blueprint Accelerator(Swire group) cohort 3

Cheers 
Communication Limited

http://www.facebook.com/
loveintaikoktsui

Cities are made up of jigsaws of little stories. Bit by bit, these personal tales unfold in the 
friendly everyday dialogues among old neighbours. Wander through the streets and savour 
the city from different perspectives, you will discover more than you expect.  

Design team ‘Cheers Design’ explored small shops in Tai Kok Tsui. They captured the stories 
of the neighbourhood and transformed the residents into protagonists with their illustrations. 
Through photography, fotomo, video and text, they depict Tai Kok Tsui’s hybrid culture that 
fuses the old and the new, while celebrating the bonding and sentiments in the community. 



Control Free Limited http://www.control-free.com

Control Free is not only a Home Automation App that connects all your smart devices. It 
is a Cloud-based Automation System that works for your whole home and even for more 
complicated commercial environment. It lets you control everything in one App and setup in 
no time. Our system is able to integrate with home-use smart devices and also professional 
commercial machines. For non-smart devices, our in-house developed multi-sensor & infrared 
controller is there to bring them alive to the cloud - with just 3 steps. Add more value to 
devices by interacting with them and between them. No expensive hardware, no complicated 
installations, no technical programming. From switching on a light, setting up your home 
cinema theater to office energy saving control and monitoring, it is all your call. Let your home 
and business work for you, in your way.

Coinchanger

The coinchanger maximises the value of coins in Hong Kong. Coins in Hong Kong are heavy 
and not welcomed by the shops. Many people store bags of coins at home instead of using 
them. In addition, E-wallets are popular but hard to top-up. The coinchanger is a machine 
transfers the coins into E-wallet (Apply Pay, Alipay, Octopus card), coupon accumulations and 
donations to charity. We aim to facilitate the public circulations of coins and promote the use 
of e-wallet in Hong Kong.   

According to survey, near 70% of HK citizen stored more than $200 coins at home. While, 
according to HKMA, there are HKD$15 Billions, 10 Billions and 0.6 Billions for 1 cent, 2 cents 
and 5 cents circulation in HK in 2010. Comparing with the data from 2007, there are 55%, 25%, 
and 29% increment for 1 cent, 2 cents and 5 cents circulations in HK. People will not change 
the coins to notes through banks because it costs service charge. Moreover, the circulation of 
the only 2 coin carts in 18 districts is not user-friendly.   Our startup is developed by a team of 
2 engineering students from HKU. We gained the experience in being one of the finalist in the 
entrepreneurship competition ‘Dreamcatcher 100K’ organised by HKU. We have developed 
the prototype, marketing research and partnership building. We are now seeking for fundings 
and furthering cooperations in regards of the location problem.  
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CWB Tech Limited

CWB Tech is a hardware and software company pioneered in motion analysis system and 
multi-sensors network. We dedicated in bringing better and smarter life to people through 
meaningful technology and innovation.  Our award winning technology enables motion 
capture, reconstructs and analyses people’s finest movement and posture in 3D space through 
sensor.    With the advantage of flexibility on hardware embodiment, low power consumption 
and precision on locus tracking, our technology is particularly suitable for posture correction 
for sport and rehabilitation, and behavior change for elderly like Alzheimer disease.  Our 
technologies and services are widely adopted in IoT and wearable tech products, in which 
we provide more accurate parameters than Fitbit; project golfer swing locus for the world 
lightest golf swing analyzer; and assist physiotherapy in posture detection and correction.  
Our business model includes technology licensing to sport brand, medical and rehabilitation 
group through combination of wearable and remote progress tracking and analytic software.   
Today over 5 Millions of data have been processed by our software system.  We are engaging 
with major sensor chipset company to integrate our solution into IC to boost up the accuracy 
for activity tracker today; and working on how our technology help in early stage elderly 
diseases detection.  

http://www.cwb-tech.com

Cubesome 
Company Limited

Buildings such as shopping malls issue huge amount of umbrella plastic bags in the rainy 
days. According to the recent findings by Greener’s Action, 30% of users will not recycle the 
plastic umbrella bags. 6 % of interviewees would use multiple bags in one day as they have 
been to several buildings. To property management companies’ slippery floor would post 
a bad image and safety concern to their property. Greener’s Action pointed out that 96% of 
visitors think that consumption desire would not be affected even they are not provided with 
the plastic bag. The problem could be solved by an efficient umbrella drying device.   ‘Running 
Umbrella Project’ aims at providing a win-win-win solution by re-invent an umbrella drying 
device. It solves the safety concerns and promotes a green image to the property, it changes 
the behaviour of users and it eases the environmental burden caused by unnecessary plastic 
umbrella bags.  In addition, the design would focus on low maintenance cost and provides an 
additional aesthetic value. We would recycle the water and use it in the plant included in the 
device. It is not only minimizing manpower to clear the water tray from time to time but also 
to thrive a plant and give eco and aesthetic value to the property.  



Datom Technology

BoneKnows is the fastest and cheapest test to check osteoporosis in the market.    

One forth of the whole population suffered from low bone density will eventually leads to 
osteoporosis,	the	no.4	chronic	disease	in	the	country.		The	medical	cost	for	this	group	is	over	
$20 billions every year. BoneKnows will be launched on the richest cities, Anhui, Dongguan 
and	Xuzhou	first	as	the	awareness	to	osteoporosis	is	the	highest	in	these	places.			

BoneKnows only required a single clipped nail from the client. Upon receiving the sample, it 
will be analyzed using the modified method invented by our laboratory. Within an hour, the 
data will be sent to the cloud server and it will be analyzed in Hong Kong simultaneously for 
the result. The result of bone quality and osteoporosis diagnosis will then be sent via WeChat 
to articulate the client.  BoneKnows is an all-in-one kit including a pre-paid envelope and a 
box to collect the nail. The QR code on the envelope can be scanned by phone and the result 
will be sent automatically via WeChat.   We used to take a bone fracture check in the hospital 
which cost at least $1,000 and an extra week for analysis. It is time consuming and expensive. 
The cost of manufacturing BoneKnows is less than $10 and the price of the kit can be 10 times 
cheaper than the traditional method.   The low cost of BoneKnows enables it to bundle with 
the milk brands in China to prevent osteoporosis. 

Darts Connect 
International Limited http://www.darts-connect.com

Darts Connect is a Global Online Darts Network from darts players around the world. It is 
powered by our revolutionary dartboard which is connected to smartphones and tablets with 
a user-friendly UI supported by expandable game modes and themes, allowing you to play 
against anyone anywhere anytime online. We believe the social experience of darts should 
not be confined to the bars. In fact, the easy-to-learn, cheap, short-per-round natures of darts 
should make it the perfect sports and entertainment for everyone to enjoy at home with the 
social element. Darts Connect is to replace the darts machines, just like PlayStation replacing 
game machines. Darts Connect is also the next generation of older electronic dartboard 
currently dominating the market. We aspire to become the biggest and only Online Darts 
Network by collaborating with other existing dartboard brands.
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DOTT The Smart Dog Tag http://www.dottpet.com

One out of three family pets get lost in their lifetime, that is ten million pets in the USA per 
year. Only 10% are found.   DOTT was named as “The Best Kickstarter Inventions” by MSN 
Money. DOTT is a smart dog tag that replaces old, traditional tags and helps owners keep 
track of their pets. Our aim is to create a world without lost pets.   DOTT has won various 
startup	pitch	competitions.	We	are	a	team	of	pet	lovers	in	Silicon	Valley	and	Hong	Kong,	with	
proven entrepreneurship and corporate experience from Citibank, Linkedin & Yahoo, etc.   

Market Potential:  There are 185 million dogs & cats in the USA. Pet ownership has tripled 
since 1970s. The pet market increased at an  annual  rate of 3.9%. The potential market of 
DOTT is bigger than $5 billion.   

Product: DOTT consists of smart dog tags and a backend platform. DOTT is a smart dog tag 
that pairs with a mobile app to help pet owners join our community. It keeps track of their lost 
pets. With the scalable backend that can support 50 million users, DOTT has collected over 
1,000 data points for each of our current users.   

Business Model: We sold 3,500 devices in Kickstarter. The retail price is US$39 and the mobile 
app is free. In 2018, database marketing monetisation will contribute over 65% of our revenue. 
We target to have 12 US cities covered in 2 years. 

Ecopia (HK) Limited

Our food waste decomposing system called BEAM combining the technology of mechanical 
dynamics and biological decomposition know how under the dedicated control and 
monitoring of the electronic system. It can effectively decompose organic matter in an 
extraordinary speed into water and  dioxide and efflux into sewage system. Our BEAM 
machines have been in different commercial sectors such as hospitals, restaurants, hotels, 
schools etc. in HK, China, Japan, US and other parts of the world,  gaining a very positive 
growing momentum from the market feedback. Our machines are continuously advancing in 
technology and design to combat the food waste issue. 



EONIQ (HK) Limited http://www.EONIQ.co

EONIQ seeks to combine affordable luxury with scalable customization. Our first product is 
quality custom mechanical watch at the price point of a fashion watch. Users design their 
watches on www.EONIQ.co, and receive their custom made watches in a few days. Since 
brand launch in Oct, 2015 we now have 350k+ followers on Facebook/Instagram (www.
facebook.com/eoniq & www.instagram.com/eoniqdesign) and 200k+ subscribed users. With 
over a thousand watches sold to 30+ countries we are in a solid position to start growing 
further to be one of the first major players in the customizable affordable luxury market.  

Market 
We	 are	 starting	 in	 the	 40B	 mechanical	 watch	 market,	 in	 which	 12B	 is	 the	 fashion	 watch	
segment for watches under 500 USD. But that’s just our first step. In the current market today, 
we	have	cheap	mass	customization,	and	luxury	bespoke	items.	Very	few	mass-customization	
players manage to capture the vast blue ocean in between. We believe that most products will 
be customizable in the future, so needless to say this is a very lucrative opportunity.   

Team 
Founder is Quinn Lai, an Ex-McKinsey consultant, design thinking speaker, and a serial 
entrepreneur from Stanford. Quinn has two co-founders: Charles Wong, an ex-director of 
a software development house and Jacky Wong, a designer with engineering background 
and experience. Along with EONIQ’s first employee Rebecca Lee, our Community manager, 
the team covers the skillsets needed for building quality products (software and hardware), 
setting up an innovative manufacturing method, establishing a brand and bringing them to 
our customers.

EquitySim

EquitySim allows stock traders to create a track record and post their investment ideas. We 
match the most impressive candidates with top investment firms.   

If you had to choose someone to invest your money for you, would you rather give it to a 
graduate at the top of their finance class, or an experienced investor with a proven track 
record? As someone who has achieved both, I would tell you the latter is more likely to make 
you money. Universities teach theories of Finance, not application. To be truly great at making 
money you need to think differently, and have a deep understanding of how the financial 
markets	work	–	 this	 comes	 from	market	 experience.	Universities	do	not	 teach	 this.	 So	why	
do top investment firms put such an emphasis on hiring from only Ivey league schools and 
academic pursuits?   We have created a realistic simulation that replicates the stock markets. 
Users are given $100 million of “play money”, they use this capital to invest in real companies 
based on real-time data. EquitySim simulates what it would be like to work at large investment 
firm that invests in the financial markets.  We charge business schools a subscription fee that 
gives their students access to our platform and career opportunities. We charge employers a 
placement fee when they hire from our platform.   We currently have over 7,000 users, over 200 
have been hired, and we are partnered with 80 business schools worldwide.   

http://www.equitysim.com
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EX MORE Limited http://www.heycoins.com

HeyCoins is a chain smart-kiosk that can solve daily problems caused by coins in society by 
collecting physical coins from people and exchanging out online values for various purposes, 
including e-money, transportation card top-up, e-cash coupons, donations.  

Heycoins can bring economic benefits and social impacts by solving the circulation of coins, 
such as recycle the stored or abandoned coins’ value, build corporate social responsibility for 
corporate, reduce the pressure of coins in circulation and overall coins manufacturing cost 
for the government, etc. Our team believes that by being an entrepreneurial and responsible 
business owner, we can do our part to help build a better world.

Form & Shape 
Tech Design Limited http://www.formandshape.jp/

Our aim is to create a platform to assist product designers to bring their ideas into reality 
and entering retail markets, a platform that bridges designers, investors, manufacturers, 
and retailers (both online and offline). Designers with great ideas but no startup capital, by 
submitting their works to the platform, all parties are lined up. As for the beginning we will 
focus on the development in China, which is great headache for all designers. All the tedious 
procedures are handled by web based project management tools. Designers can again focus 
on the design work only. With the great connection of the platform, designers can easily find 
the proper manufacturer and retailers. It is going to be a crowd funding, production, and sales 
all in one platform. The idea is being executed at the moment and first prototype is to be 
expected within a couple of months. Market study is being conducted to ensure the workflow 
is preferred by all participating parties. The idea has been presented to angels and positive 
feedback has been received.



FreshLinker Limited

FreshLinker is a media platform for youngsters to develop their career readiness through 
internships and professional career consulting. Young talents can showcase their 
unique experiences on our platform as well as reading up on industry-specific articles, 
commentaries and interviews. Everyday FreshLinker actively sources internships and entry-
level opportunities from a variety of employers, making sure our users are getting as much 
exposure as possible during their time on FreshLinker.

Gaifong http://en.gaifongapp.com

Gaifong (‘neighbour’ in Cantonese), is Hong Kong’s largest P2P items rentals platform. Our 
12,000	members	list	items	they	have	at	home	–	anything	from	cameras	to	tuxedos	– and	rent	
them out to people nearby who need them.   

Booking can be done seamlessly through our native mobile apps, where people can browse, 
reserve, and e-pay with a few easy steps. Since our items are all GPS location-tagged, members 
can rent the closest items to them, pick up and return conveniently.   

Consumer goods rentals may burgeon into a $80B industry in the next few years, and we’re 
very excited to be kickstarting this in Asia.
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Genie Staffing Solution http://gogenieapp.com

Genie strives to solve the global employment issue while bridging the gap between the rich and 
the poor. Our mission is to enable individuals to find work with flexible hours  whilst providing 
companies a 360  temporary staff hiring solution.   As the winner of Hong Kong ICT Best Mobile 
App Award 2016, Genie is building a community of mobile workers, enabling businesses to 
hire temporary job-seekers on-demand. The one-minute hiring process eliminates guesswork 
and anxiety through automated prescreening, video interviews, analytical backend vetting 
and intellectual matching. Genie’s fastest hiring record from posting to hiring is 5 minutes, 
arriving at the job in 32 minutes.  Genie’s vision is to create a platform for a global workforce 
where any business or individual can hire a reliable worker for a job or a task, anywhere, 
anytime.  

We	currently	have	over	3,000	employers	posting	jobs	including:	Brooks	Brother,	AXA,	Manulife,	
AIA, Deliveroo, Uber, General Assembly, Honest Bee, Hyatt Regency, Crowne Plaza, Maxim’s 
Group,	Marriott	Hotel,	Excelsior	Hotel,	AsiaWorld	Expo,	GreenPeace,	Virgin	Atlantic.		

We received awards from: - Asia Mobile App Contest - Hong Kong Business Magazine - Cocoon 
Pitch Night - Hong Kong Social Enterprise Challenge - Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups 
Co-Creator	 Impact	Night	 -	RISE	Breakthrough	Hong	Kong	 -	Silicon	Valley	Ti50	Awards	 -	Red	
Herrin Asia 100 - Harvard Business Club Pitch - Champion - HKFYG Jockey Club Social 
Innovation Challenge - Hong Kong Science and Technology Park Incubation Programme - 
Seedstars World Hong Kong - Next Technologist Entrepreneurial Champion Programme.

Gifttotake https://www.facebook.com/gifttotake

Industry: Gifting

Target	Audience:	Youngsters	aged	from	20-40	living	in	Hong	Kong.			

Gifttotake is a B-to-C Application providing One-stop Gifting Service by Random Gifting.   

Users only have to enter Gift Criteria, including Budget, Categories, Relationship with Receiver, 
Age of Receiver, and Gender of Receiver, within 10 minutes’ time. After that we will base on 
the information collected, to generate suitable gifts for users by big data from our suggestion 
system! Users need not select gifts form long catalogue anymore!   

Benefits of Customers:  Customers can buy premium gifts with reasonable price, discover 
local	brands	that	you	seldom	see,	save	time	up	to	83%	and	enjoy	our	24/7	service!		

Benefits of Suppliers: Cost-effective marketing/promotional channel to reach new customers 
and develop your business, increase sales volume, promote your brand, promote specific 
products of your company, send your products to specific age target audience!  Business 
Model:  We earn at a 25% commission basis per deal, as our main revenue.  



GSG Limited

GSG Limited is a young Fintech startup company that aims at bringing automated algo trading 
of	 foreign	 exchange	 products	 to	 individuals	 and	 retail	 investors.	 Via	 its	 flagship	 product,	
Stratedge.me, GSG Limited offers a choice of algorithmic trading strategies with various 
performances and objectives. Individual investors can pick one or more of these algorithmic 
trading strategies to “follow” and the system will handle the execution and settlement 
automatically. GSG Limited will take a commission on the trading profits generated. All 
trades will be done on behalf of the individual investor using his own brokerage account: the 
investor will never have to deposit any money with GSG Limited and will be able to stop using 
the service at any time: in other words, the investor will always remain in control of his funds 
and will enjoy a safe and transparent automated algo trading experience. 

Heartisans Limited

Heart-The centre, inner core or inner most part of something.. and everybody; Artisan- 
Speciailist in a craft Heartisans is a healthcare technology company currently developing the 
Cardiac	Guard	–	a	medical	quality	heart	health	wearable	wristband	designed	 to	 save	 lives.		
The heart health wearable wristband has several features to enable users to monitor their 
heart health continuously and remotely. Our peace of mind feature calculates the risk of users 
suffering a sudden cardiac arrest providing an advance warning up to 10 minutes in advance. 
We	then	locate	the	closest	AED	machine	to	your	physical	location	–	our	aim	is	to	minimize	the	
time between the onset of a cardiac arrest and treatment. Our engagement feature detects 
when you are stressed and provides breathing, yoga and meditation exercises enabling you 
to monitor how behavioural changes affect the heart.

http://www.heartisans.com
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Humanry

Humanry helps humans excel at humanity.  Robots are increasingly automating our work. 
Tencent’s Dreamwriter is writing the news, chat bots closing on customer service, and IBM’s 
Watson making movie trailers. Soon, the only way humans can still compete is to excel at 
what can’t or won’t be easily automated. People management, leadership, communication, 
negotiations, sales, teamwork, empathy. Humans have a psychological need to interact, 
and so the demand for such behaviours, or soft skills, or, ‘excellence at humanity’, must rise 
proportionally. The problem is soft skills can’t be effectively taught in the classroom. They 
still are, whether in schools, universities or companies, because non-classroom, experiential 
learning is expensive. If this continues, we will soon be left with masses who can no longer 
add value over machines. Humanry wants to alter this trajectory. We’re an EdTech company 
that	aims	to	make	soft	skills	learning	both	affordable	and	long-lasting	–	starting	with	the	B2B	
corporate training market. Our platform allows learners to practise soft skills hands-on and 
receive customised feedback. Basically, how soft skills should have been learnt all along. We 
enter the market by specialising in negotiations and partnering with experienced trainers who 
already have content and clients. We are discussing with 3 trainers, and on track to sign on 1 
by October. In the longer term, we will slash our marginal costs by increasingly automating 
the feedback-giving process, through technologies such as speech-to-text, tone analysis and 
AI. This would allow us to scale our impact globally and, eventually, to consumers. 

iKnewit Limited http://www.sayiknewit.com

iKnewit’s vision is to make football prediction social, fun and insightful to enjoy. We are 
determined to create an engaging experience for those who are passionate about sports game 
predictions and enable them to tell the world “I knew it!”.  Sports engagement experience 
goes beyond news reading, pundit listening, stats analysis and game watching. iKnewit social 
sports prediction platform extends these experiences to joyful social actions and sharing 
among friends, as well as, gets those passionate about predictions connected. With latest 
technologies in big data analytics, we will adopt machine learning to provide insights and 
valuable content which made iKnewit both profitable and fun. 



IN 3D Limited

Business Description: AR 

In the past we used instant camera to capture precious moment and to get a photo instantly. 
Now we would introduce to you “Instant 3D Photo Booth” to capture 3D image of people 
instantly. You can enjoy a new format of AR Photo (Augmented Reality Photography) which 
can keep the 3D image of a beloved person, kid, pet, or fashion model. It can be an invaluable 
gift for parents and friends, a 3D message on wedding invitation card, or to show fashion 
models (3D) on magazines.  

Business Model: B2B2C 

It will be the world’s first Instant AR Photo Booth. We have a down-to-earth revenue model 
- profit sharing per 3D photo with clients (HK$199, as affordable as 2 cinema tickets). We 
will approach Fashion Brands, Wedding Photography Companies, Shopping Malls, etc. We 
did test the market by approaching GP Wedding, which were very interested and requested 
exclusive contract. We have been awarded the Incubation-Tech Program of HK Science Park 
and The PolyU Micro Fund. We are applying for Patent (Utility model) for our system design.  

Game Changer 

So far in the world there is no fashion magazine with rich AR content. Instant 3D Photo Booth 
can solve the problem of 3D Scanning. Since a hundred fashion models or items can be 
captured in few hours, which means much reduced production cost. It will help the wider 
application of AR on fashion magazine, product catalog, online store and even retail shop.

Individual (Wai Wun Leung)

Currently, there is no good coordination between logistic companies which cause wastage 
of most resources. For example, an empty cargo truck was assigned to go to terminal to pick 
up cargo, or an empty truck leaves the terminal after transfer cargo to terminal. We can do it 
better definitely, I would like to create a truck arrangement platform for logistic companies 
to reduce wastage and improve the efficiency. Logistic Companies who join the platform can 
post cargo picking job, if other companies has empty truck, they can pick up those job to 
avoid wastage. In our platform, we will handle the payment and keep track of the status of 
cargo truck. A transaction fee will be charged for each order in the platform. Company’s aim 
is to create an alliance for Hong Kong Logistic company. And then we will build this platform 
for the Logistic companies in different countries. We have recently formed a new company 
called “AccurTag”.
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Jewellery Project

Jewellery Project (JP) is a platform to bridge the ever-lasting gap between designers and 
manufacturers/individuals while celebrating talent of the designers simultaneously. We 
envision a world where, irrespective of location, designers can create a difference with their 
talent.  The industry is undergoing some dynamic changes to accommodate increasing 
demand, predicted as 5-6% per year according to a recent article.   JP caters primarily to three 
things:  -Inability of the manufacturers to find unique designs,  -Inability of the designers to 
showcase their designs at a global platform,  -And the expensive and inconsistent quality of 
Computer Aided Design (CAD), which further increases the cost of the product (Average cost of 
a	CAD	designer	is	$52.14	per	hour).				The	end	product	will	be	a	3D	CAD	design	and	a	wax	model	
of the design.   We will be focusing on fine and costume jewellery while targeting primarily 
China and India, accounting for 12% and 13% of the global market share respectively (as of 
2015).   On JP, designers are welcome to exhibit their designs on their personalised online 
store, in either sketch or CAD form.   Only a few designs per designer would be visible to 
manufacturers, after which periodical subscription will be charged. Cloud services would 
facilitate customization of the design after purchase.   

The revenue will be generated from:   
1. Transaction fees: 5% onwards (varied by category)  
2. Advertisement fees for designers: search list prioritisation  
3. Subscription fees

With Jewelry Project, we hope that the designers of today will continue to aspire the 
industry of tomorrow. 

Living Tissues Limited http://www.livtis.com

We are a start-up in biotech cluster, we focused on providing novel solution to patients suffered 
from knee injury. For those who suffered from sports injury or trauma, especially athletes, 
current surgical treatments were insufficient to restore their performance to full capacity.   We 
offer them a better solution. With their own stem cells, we make the full thickness cartilage 
with bone attached mimicking the natural tissue. We use these pristine tissues to replace the 
damaged knee cartilage.   As a spin off from the University of Hong Kong, we have decades of 
experience	in	stem	cell	tissue	engineering.	The	current	product	is	our	4th	version	and	covered	
by 10 patents in US, EU, Mainland and HK.   

Our product has demonstrated excellent results in pre-clinical animal experiment. Phase I/
IIa clinical trial on human will commence in 2017. In short term, we will seek approval as 
a medical procedure upon completion of human trial, setup a clinical center to deliver our 
product to patients. We will march to Mainland and seek collaboration with stem cell storage 
firms and public hospitals, aiming to form a full industry chain in stem cell therapy in long run.



Lucid https://lucid.me

Our Purpose: We exist to inspire everyone to achieve their full potential. We call this 
Betterment.   Recent advances in wellness and body optimisation is the driving force behind a 
new era of cognitive enhancing technologies, lifestyle products and supplements, all designed 
to help you perform better mentally. Our latest product, the Lucid Smart Pill, is the newest 
evolution of cognitive enhancers designed to help you perform at your peak by boosting brain 
performance and motivation.  Lucid Smart Pill is a cognitive enhancer in a simple pill format, 
designed to improve focus, motivation, and mental agility for a full working day.    

Market:   Lucid Smart Pill is classified as a cognitive enhancement supplement.   
The category, which is still in its infancy, is too small to stand on its own but overlaps and 
plays into four mature or fast-growing markets.   
Energy Drinks - US$50b  Health & Wellness - US$600b  
Productivity - US$75b  Biohacking + Genomics - $15b   

Business Model:   
- Online Only(manufactured in the USA, and shipped direct to consumer from the USA)  
- Ships Globally         - Price: US$6/dose         - GP: 69%   

Traction:   
Lucid launched a little over 6 weeks ago, in the first 6 weeks we made the following sales:   
- 690 doses sold         - 85 repeat orders (doses)   

Future Expansion:  While our focus is on our Focus product now, we believe there is 
opportunity to expand into other areas in future:   
- Expanded product range (sports, nutrition, etc)  
- Personalised supplements (gene testing + user requirements)   
- App & Product integration  

MedEXO Robotics http://www.medexorobotics.com

There are over 10,000 people in  HK with Parkinson’s disease (PD) and even more than 10 million 
people are suffering from the same disease from all over the world. People with Parkinson’s 
are often suffering from tremor, rigidity and bradykinesia which hinder their mobility and affect 
their daily life. As a solution, we would like to break through these current restrictions and 
develop low cost, multipurpose exoskeleton devices that are still affordable by the public. The 
exoskeleton device can be applied to assist the disabled, injured, and elderly to retain their 
independence and help keep up active lifestyles. Apart from providing assistive force for the 
wearer, an exoskeleton can also provide force to resist as well as constraints, for controlling 
abnormal movements, such as tremors, caused by neural disorder diseases like Parkinson’s 
disease. It can also be transformed into a haptic feedback system, which can be used in 
teleoperate diagnosis, teleoperating surgery, medical training, virtual reality gaming, etc. 

1. Our startup was selected to join the AIA accelerator program from November, 2015 to 
March, 2016.  
2. Top 15 finalists in Asia Hardware Battle during CHINABANG Awards 2016 in Chengdu, 
China, 31/3/2016.  
3.	Gold	Award	in	E2	Day	(Social	X	Tech)	Pitching	Competition.	 
4.	Top	11	finalists	in	GoodSeed	2016	program	(HKD$100,000	cash	prize	granted).	 
5. BREAKTHROUGH STAGE Winner at RISE 2016, Hong Kong, 2/6/2016 (US$120,000 Softlayer 
IBM credits).  
6. 1st runner-up, Social Innovation Challenge 2016 pitching competition (HK$5,000)  
7.	Champion	in	DBS	Social	Innovators	2016	program	(HKD$450,000	funding	granted)
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MedPOT Limited http://www.facebook.com/MedPOThk

Business: Social Business, Social Innovation in healthcare and ageing society.

Industry: Healthcare, Community Pharmacy.  

Focus:  
(Outcome) MedPOT improves the medication adherence rates of the elderly clients. It also 
engages the family members in taking care of their elderly member in a hassle-free manner.  
(Output) IoT. standalone Smart Pillbox that connects to MedPOT’s platform and engages with 
healthcare provider and families. A solution designed by clinical pharmacists specialised in 
care of the elderly.   

Social Problem: Over 700,000 elderly citizens in Hong Kong have chronic diseases and live 
without care givers at home. They are at a huge risk of taking the wrong medications not only 
because no one can help them at home, but also due to 6 to 8 months worth of medicines are 
being dispensed by public institution at a time.  Hong Kong has the longest working hours 
in the World, family members who wish to look after their elderly family members often find 
it difficult. Even if they use tele-health service to send out voice reminder for medications, 
neither of the tele-health provider nor the family would know if the elderly member took 
the right medications. The worries remain for the family. The result of the taking the wrong 
medications becomes a public health problem. 

Minds Archgroup & 
Mr. Hammers http://www.mr-hammers.com

We plan to design a tableware set, made of concrete.   Tableware available in the market is 
mostly made of wood, bamboo, plastic, or metal. The use of these materials is facing criticism 
on over-exploitation of natural resources and damage to the environment during extraction/
processing. Concrete is durable, resistant to water and oil, can be cast easily and withstand 
high temperature, hence it is a conceptually desirable material for tableware. However, 
commonly is used concrete, and its coatings, are not edible. It slightly loses grains upon 
washing, and is fragile at sharp or thin corners. The design of concrete tableware shall tackle 
the above challenges. The developed product can become patented, mass-produced and 
worldwide marketable, with its signature touch and raw & industrial look.   

Now,	this	new	idea	–	the	concrete	tableware	–	is	difficult	to	achieve	under	limited	resources	
for research and tests.   An architect and a concrete-making artist are working in close 
collaboration to design and to achieve this.   These two designers established their respective 
business	in	2014:	Minds	Archgroup	on	architectural	and	interior	design	and	Mr.	Hammers	on	
cement-based product design. Minds and Mr. Hammers have started cooperation since 2015, 
on an exhibition, and subsequently many design tasks. We discuss a lot on the possibilities of 
concrete.   Minds has completed many mid-large scale product such as furniture, sculptural 
signage, and interior decoration features which require structural design. Similarly, Mr. 
Hammers designed and produced home decorations, signage, lighting devices, and benches. 
The cooperation facilitates the integration of multi-disciplinary designs.



Moto Innovation 
Technology Limited

The	project	smart	is	to	create	a	Virtual	Reality	(“VR”)	Gaming	Center	for	“multiplayers”,	which	
allows 

- players interact with other players physically; and   
- player’s avatars to be generated in the virtual game.

This will be the most anticipated trend of technology application.

www.moto-i.hk

Neo Mechanics Limited

We found the company for commercializing the inventions of our Korean inventor partner 
who is an experienced machine designer and builder. We redesigned the connecting rod of an 
engine, naming it the Wonder Arm. It enhances engine power for more than 10% while saving 
22% fuel consumption. No redesigning of the engine is required. We only replace the original 
pistons and connecting rods with ours. Then the engine will run powerfully and quietly 
without any vibration, producing no smoke. It reacts quickly to acceleration. This technology 
is applicable to any type of engines, using any type of fuels. An engine will be more durable, 
requires less maintenance.  The same technology that we seal an engine, namely Ultimate 
Seal, can also be applied to seal almost all other machines such as hydraulic machines, high 
pressure piston pump products, as well as the propeller shaft of sea vessels. Ultimate Seal 
can be made of any metal. It’s applicable for sealing linear and rotary machine movements 
regardless of moving speeds. It tolerates temperatures from -220OC to 1,000OC, withstands 
even concentrated acids or alkaline solutions. This seal is made for easy installation, no need 
to change the original design of a machine. Friction is so small that wear and tear is very slow, 
highly reducing the requirements of maintenance. Machines with Ultimate Seals inside can 
be driven by less power due to the elimination of internal friction. Ultimate Seal can be made 
thicker to cope with higher pressures. Theoretically, it has no pressure limit.

http://www.neomechanics.com
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Nettle Print

We are creating a system with an app to make graphic design and printing easy for any users.  
We understand that graphic design is not for everybody and, therefore, Nettle Print is made 
to cater for people with less design experience. We aim at providing variety of templates for 
users to choose so that the users can make a business card, poster, etc. with just a few clicks. 
When they finish the designs, they can print directly through the app which is connected to 
the print shop nearby.  We create convenience for our users throughout the process. The 
design is completed when they are presented to users, they just need to fill in their personal 
information and it will be perfect. They can print it without going anywhere. The app saves 
so much time for our users.  Our system does not only benefit consumers, it closely connects 
all three parties to maximize everyone’s benefit. Users can enjoy a simple solution to their 
graphic design and printing needs while designers and print shops have a new platform to 
recruit customers. Nettle Print create a win-win situation for consumers, graphic designers 
and print shops.  

Nicole’s Kitchen 
Company Limited http://www.nicoleskitchen.com.hk

Nicole’s Kitchen was founded by Nicole Wong in 2011. She was invited by Eslite Spectrum 
and one store has been stationed in Taikoo since January 2016 . The production is all 
based on handmade spirit. Until now, Nicole’s Kitchen has created over 20 different 
flavors of jams and other products such as Fruit Tea Series and Home-cooking Sauce. All 
products are made based on one principle, “Homemade taste for Family”. No artificial 
and preservatives are allowed and all products are well-known for natural, tasteful and 
safely edible. Customers are not only willing to buy the products for themselves but also 
their family members and friends as gifts. Products by Nicole’s Kitchen are going to be 
the famous souvenir of Hong Kong.



Nobunaga http://chosensmme999.wixsite.com/newone

Now, we can purchase goods on Amazon. In the future, we can buy business on Nobunaga.  
Nobunaga, a platform that makes business becomes supermarket and companies become 
goods, helps everyone do business on an online store.   People who are keen to start a 
business do not need to start from the beginning. On the other hand, they can invest in or 
buy others’ companies.  For example, Peter who is keen to have a bar does not need to start 
the bar from the beginning. He can search for bar that needs partners and investment on 
Nobunaga and contact the bar’s owner for further cooperation.  Besides, Jason, a bar’s owner, 
can compose a post on Nobunaga in order to look for potential partners or sell his business to 
others.  In the past, it is hard for Peter to look for friends who have a bar and want to look for 
partners at the same time. For Jason, he has no idea where he can look for the best person to 
buy his bar, if he needs to sell his business.

NOSH by Secret Ingredient http://www.nosh.hk

We	are	a	virtual	 restaurant	 that	allows	any	consumer	 to	purchase	a	healthy	meal	within	40	
minutes delivered anywhere in Hong Kong.   We utilize a central kitchen and a unique supply 
chain which integrates with last mile logistics players to allow for expedited delivery.  We 
have also developed a purely ready for delivery recipe model that allows for the distribution 
of mess throughout a country.   We are also implementing a proper OTO business model 
that allow our meals to be sold through retailers, vending machines, and other distribution 
mechanisms.  Our current area of focus is Hong Kong and we are handling 1000 deliveries 
a week and growing at over 10 percent a month.   We have been operating for  9 months 
and are looking to deliver to everyone in Hong Kong by the end of 2016.  Our retail and 
logistics partners grow with our business and are looking for expansion opportunities. We 
plan to launch internationally in late 2017.   We are in the process of finalizing our user app 
that engages with a loyalty program for both our online and offline locations.   In addition 
we are building a fully integrated inventory management software.  We recently brought on 
Alibaba as an investor.  We believe we can further gain from their best practices and leap frog 
competition.  More importantly we can build a true platform or Software heavy model that 
can be transferred into other regions quite quickly.   We are currently the only oto delivered 
food tech business in the market. 
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Novus Life Sciences Limited http://novusls.com/

NOVUS	focuses	on	developing	new	biomaterials.		Microbeads,	tiny	plastic	balls	with	less	than	
1mm diameter, are always added to personal care products like face wash in order to achieve 
the cleaning effect and ten thousands of non-biodegradable microbeads are drained into 
the ocean. Because the microbeads are non-biodegradable, they create pollution problem, 
accumulate along the food chain and not only do harm to the marine life but ultimately 
jeopardize human’s health since we, human are at the top level of the food chain.  We offer 
solution to this problem. We possess the knowhow to synthesize hydroxyapatite (Calcium 
Phosphate) crystals in various morphology and size and we see it as a better replacement of 
the microbeads in the products, the solution to the problem of massive disposal of microbeads 
into the sea. The crystal form of micron size enables the hydroxyapatite achieve the cleaning 
purpose of microbeads without harming human skin and the nanoparticles of crystal can 
penetrate into the skin and bring calcium, which promotes the proliferation of skin cells, to the 
deep skin layer. At the same time all these added hydroxyapatite are degradable in the ocean 
and thus an environmentally friendly alternative component in face wash and scrubs.   The 
harm done on marine life can be prevented and thus the potential danger to human’s health. 
Furthermore, the hydroxyapatite used brings extra benefits to our skin as well by embedding 
nutrients and essential proteins in the crystals which will slow release and strengthen the skin.

O-Matic  Intelligent Robot Limited
We are an Automation Robotic Company, focus in the large area (200+ Meter x 200+ Meter) 
construction Robot Solution.  
Our	Core	Technology	–	Patented	Cable	Driven	Robot	

Product Feature: 
Support 50 Square Meter Plus working area, 200KG+ Payload, Fully Automate, Quick installation (Hours)

Application: 
1.      Automatic Curtain Wall Cleaning 

Market: 
There are a large number of market demands. And absolutely is a Blue Sea Market.

Application Detail:  
1.     Currently in Curtain Wall Cleaning industry: 
Industry looking for related solution for long time 
100+ people injury and die every year, Dangerous Duty, No insurance company is willing to insure

Our Solution: Fully Automatic Curtain Wall Cleaning Robot,  
No Aerial worker, Stable, Fast, inexpensive installation

2.     Currently in Construction industry:   
Conventional automation solution is very expensive to cover large area, our Cable driven 
robot is a fraction of the cost and able to work in outdoor.  It is the future solution for outdoor 
and large area automation. We already do some research it is feasible to automate Rebar Tier, 
painting, laying brick.  It will be a revolutionary in the construction industrial.

Business model: 
We promote the newest Foundational technology to industry, and co-operate with industry 
in innovative vertical solution using Cable Driven Robot

Achievement: 
·  2016 5th China Innovation & Entrepreneurship Competition Finalist (Competition still in 
Progress) 
·  Cooperate with The Chinese University of Hong Kong for 3D Concrete Printing Cable Robot 
·  Cooperate with Cleaning Machine Company for Curtain Wall Cleaning Robot

2.      Construction site 
 a. Automatic Rebar Tier Robot 
	 b.	50M+	3D	Concrete	Printing	…etc



One More Step Limited
INNOLD	=	Innovative	+	Old-fashioned	–	A	Traditional	Craftsmanship	Digital	Platform		INNOLD	
is a digital interactive platform which connects traditional craftsmen, customers, idea 
innovators and investors. Nowadays Hong Kong traditional craftsmanship is gradually fading 
out due to rapid urbanization in the society. Plenty of craftsmanship like Chinese Cheongsam 
dress, leather shoe repair and knife sharpening are actually well-recognized of a very high 
quality standard. But the major problem is that most of the traditional craftsmen are left 
behind the consumer trend and do not have skills in areas of digital marketing, sales pitch 
or fundraising. Due to high rental cost in Hong Kong, it is hard for them to survive using the 
conventional way to run a business. We believe that the craftsmanship industry is not yet 
dead in Hong Kong and there are many hidden opportunities waiting for us to discover. 
Crossover of innovation and craftsmanship is a solution to tackle the problem and disrupt 
the industry.   INNOLD mainly has five elements that can effectively establish a sustainable 
platform for people of the same interest in craftsmanship: Project Crowdfunding; Training 
Workshops; Sales Channels; Digital Marketing; and Craftsman Team Formation. 

Orii http://orii.io 

MEET ORII  
Practical and stylish, Orii is the first wireless audible device in a ring that turns your hand into 
a smartphone.

HOW IT WORKS  
Using bone conduction speakers embedded in a stylish ring and paired with your smartphone’s 
voice assistant, Orii lets you listen to and talk on your phone just by placing your finger on your ear.

BENEFITS  
Besides making you look cool, Orii lets you use your phone without looking at your 
screen. No more phablets on your face and no more interrupting glances at your phone.  
It’s the only product that puts the voice assistant where it’s most helpful to us. Not in your car, 
not in your kitchen, not in a pair of wireless ear buds or a phone where it can get lost in a pocket 
or bag, but on your hand. Orii is stylish, always ready, just one touch of the ear away.

ORII	+	VOICE	REVOLUTION	  
Many of us have Google Now or Siri on our phones, and they are very good at 
handling simple tasks like texting, making phone calls, and setting reminders. In the 
past 2 years, Google Now has improved from 76-92% accuracy.  
With machine learning, tomorrow’s voice assistants will be our gate-way to the connected 
world and Orii is the first wearable that makes voice interfaces easy and stylish to use.

TRACTION  
Orii has been already been tested with 350 beta users and we are building our commercial 
prototype.
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Ourotech http://ourotech.ca

Ourotech is making personalized cancer treatment an exact science to increase the survival 
rate of cancer patients. We have created a proprietary hydrogel that allows us to take tumor 
samples from a patient and test out which drugs or combinations of drugs works best on 
them. We do this using phenotypic drug testing (measuring the tumor response to a drug and 
seeing what dosage kills the tumor). The timing is just right for this product because cancer 
treatment is now focused on using an increasing combination of drugs, making a doctor’s 
job more difficult in selecting the right combination. The tumor profiling market we are in 
is expected to reach $35 Billion in 2018 and has been growing at 18.5% CAGR. The timing 
is also coinciding with genomic and proteomic software gaining traction in personalized 
cancer treatment and being complementary products (our CTO’s PhD thesis is on combining 
software and biological models for accurate drug screening)  We are first offering to test 
drugs on patient tumor samples as a service so we can sell the results on which treatment 
plan works best back. To go to larger scale, we can sell the proprietary hydrogel, which is a 
consumable chemical product that we can generate recurring revenue off of. We have filed 
2 patents regarding our proprietary material. We have 3 pilot testers and we are looking to 
partner with hospitals for preclinical and clinical studies before getting regulatory approval 
and launching. 

Ozmo @ Groking Lab http://www.ozmo.io

Ozmo is the smart cup and app that works together to help you to stay hydrated. With our 
motivation platform in place named Lifepoint, Ozmo is enhancing the stickiness of our users 
through engaging them to earn our virtual currency “Lifepoints”. By leveraging the companion 
Ozmo app, users can also take advantage of being rewarded for doing good health needs 
as well as reaching their regular hydration goals alongside with their move goal, via our 
virtual currency and rewards platform, built in.  Turning from a Hardware startup to an entire 
ecosystem of good health and wellness, we are the first of its kind to be rewarding users with 
a motivation program that can turn into tangible affiliate store purchases.   The Ozmo app will 
operate under a publisher and affiliate marketing model to maximise our revenue streams 
through our mobile app with monetization and gamification as our key success factor.  Since 
we	founded	in	Sep	2014,	Ozmo	has	already	been	successfully	funded	on	Kickstarter	and	was	
able to deliver our first product OzmoActive on time to our backers. Ozmo is currently selling 
in Hong Kong and Middle East with a focus on the US market. They key strategy of Ozmo 
smart cup sell through is focusing on co-branding opportunities with a powered by Ozmo app 
platform.  With just a key member of 5, Ozmo is a lean startup and all key members have more 
than 10 years of experience in affiliate marketing and R&D.   



Pacific Telecom & 
Navigation Limited http://www.ptn-hk.com

Development and application of indoor positioning technology based on high frequency 
sound coding. We perform high-frequency analog amplifier digital transformation and 
positioning beacon station improvements, then use phone headset and microphone system, 
receives the relevant signal, use solver algorithm and digital positioning APP cooperate to 
achieve high sensitivity and precision indoor location.

Pakpobox 
Hong Kong Limited

http://www.pakpobox.com/
web_en.html

Pakpobox is a network of smart lockers to connect merchants, couriers and consumer. As 
e-commerce continues to grow, the problem of last mile delivery will get worst. Pakpobox 
is the game changer to balance cost effectiveness and convenience. Your online purchases 
are now delivered to the smart locker in your housing estate and you can collect it anytime. 
Couriers can also enjoy 85% cost reduction by optimizing their route and labor cost.  There 
are three reasons that make us stand out. Firstly, we established strategic partnerships with 
Yahoo, Hong Kong Post and Singapore post, which connected Pakpobox to thousands of 
merchants globally. Secondly, our software analyzes how and when the lockers are used, 
it helps operators to reduce cost by optimizing the route. Thirdly, our vertically integrated 
structure allows us to be highly responsive to the market, have tighter control on quality and 
costs.	 	 Since	 2014,	we	 have	 installed	 52	 lockers	 in	Hong	 Kong.	We	were	 already	 profitable	
and reached close to 3 million HKD in revenue last year. We believe that we can enable more 
offline services to go online such as groceries delivery, food delivery and concierge services. 
Together with my team, we are aiming to install 500 lockers by 2020, so Pakpobox will be 3 
times more convenient than going to a post office. We change the way goods and services are 
delivered, becoming an essential part of our daily lives.
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PassportX

Parallax

http://www.passportx.co

http://www.parallax.hk

PassportX	breaks	down	barriers	 to	 international	 travel	 for	emerging	markets	by	providing	a	
digital citizenship platform for simple, reliable, and transparent visa and safety solutions.  
With today’s rapidly changing geopolitical climate, it is essential to stay up to date with the 
latest visa information and ensure you’re properly covered for your trip, as insurance policies 
are	often	confusing	and	complicated	for	the	average	consumer.				Today,	PassportX	provides	
a personalized experience for information and alerts, and in the near future, also for e-visa 
applications and travel insurance bookings directly on your mobile device to quickly and 
effectively prepare for any upcoming trip.  Our area of focus is on the foundation of visas 
(travel ability), where we are piloting in Hong Kong with our target customer being the digital 
millennial backpacking through Southeast Asia.  Through customer research at various 
hostels and the airport in HK, we’ve found that travelers don’t always know where to go for 
trustworthy information before crossing borders into new countries.  Additionally, it can 
become a stressor to have to search frantically and print the materials necessary for getting 
through customs of a new country.  Our business model is to take a referral fee from all visas 
that  are applied for through our app, as well as a commission from all trip insurance policies 
purchased.	 	 For	 now,	 PassportX	 will	 remain	 on	 a	 freemium	 model	 as	 we	 look	 to	 acquire	
100,000 users. 

We provide our clients with virtual reality, augmented reality, 3D rendering and related 
solutions to see and experience the future. Our immersive and interactive walk-through 
experience gives user a sense of presence and is accessible anytime from anywhere. We add 
value on top of existing marketing campaigns and promotions to generate exponential return 
to stakeholders.



PHO Imaging Limited

PHO Imaging is a startup which is established in 2013 by a group of R&D staffs spun-off from 
universities. Our company focuses on designing, manufacturing, marketing and sales of high-
performance imaging solutions and systems. Our imaging products feature advanced real-
time image processing technology, high-speed data acquisition and transmission circuitry 
with fully automatic on-the-fly calibration, and proprietary super-resolution and frame-rate 
boosting methodologies. The combination of these core technologies yields images and 
videos with top of the line accuracy and quality, even in challenging situations. Apart from 
the marketing and sales of our standard camera products, we also extend and configure these 
systems to serve customers with application-specific needs.

Pelago http://www.pelago.events

Pelago is the first-ever mobile event management & ticketing platform that gives organizers 
the control and flexibility from their mobile phone to improve event performance on the go.  
Pelago	CANVAS	 is	 our	white	 label	 solution	 providing	 a	 fully	 branded	 customer	 experience.	
With	Pelago	CANVAS	brands	can	create	beautiful	event	pages,	automate	RSVP	or	sell	tickets	
and start collecting data about their guests in minutes. We have already integrated our first 
clients into our Pelago cloud engine and are now ready to expand this business offering 
aggressively having just signed an agreement with a global digital payments business partner. 
Combined with a strong pipeline of additional clients and partnerships, we are positioned to 
make a significant impact on the white label event management and ticketing market. 
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Platysens Limited

Platysens is focused on sports sensors and analysis, targeting serious amateurs who are 
always looking for ways to improve their performance.  We specialise in sensor development 
and sports data analysis.  Our initial market is in swimming where we have developed two 
trackers and the roadmap is to expand into other underserved markets.  In 2016, our open 
water swim tracker, MARLIN, raised around HKD300,000 on Kickstarter and received excellent 
reviews.  We are working on production and will launch the product to market in January  
2017.  The next product in our portfolio is SEAL, a swim stroke improvement sensor with force 
sensors.  We have been granted patents related to core technologies for both products in 
Hong Kong and have filed patents in the US.  Our business model involves hardware sales 
and a subscription model, targeted towards coaches.  For virtual coaching applications or 
days when meeting with the coach is not possible, we will provide a platform that allows for 
training program delivery tightly coupled with sports specific performance tracking to allow 
for personal feedback.  This extends the coach’s reach and improves their level of service.  Our 
data analysis will provide metrics that the coaches can use for better analysis of the student’s 
performance.  We are already working with key partners on extending their virtual coaching 
platform, which will in turn drive the sales of our swim trackers.   

http://www.platysens.com

PineLook http://www.schoolsbag.com/

We are developing a mobile application called SchoolsBag. With SchoolsBag, students can 
buy, sell or trade items, such as textbooks, as well as ask and search for the items they want. 
Through “Community”, students can form different chat groups, search friends from nearby 
district or share common interest.



Polydigi Limited

Polydigi Limited, which is an amazing Hong Kong Fintech company, was founded in 2012 
and has been specializing in solving cyber security ( 2 factor authentication ) and mobile 
payment problems under the Smartphone era.  As many hacking incidents and fraud cases 
recently, protecting the customer’s account becomes important. All we know that password 
and SMS OTP are not enough to protect our account, we need a better secure and convenient 
authenticator.  QTagPass is a one-stop SIM Card base authenticator. QTagPass contains a 
global original SIM card authentication called Direct Telco Auth (DTA). Compare to SMS OTP 
(one time password), DTA does not need the end-users to input their mobile phone number 
and one time password. DTA only needs a web browser and able to verify the end-user’s 
SIM card. These unique features will give the end-users tremendous convenient and secure. 
Furthermore, the vision of QTagPass is to turn mobile phone number into digital identity and 
standardize the global internet ID for all services. This will be a great help to the future smart 
city. QTagPass is also known as Global Trusted ID provider.  MarketsandMarkets expects the 
global cyber security Market to grow from $106.32 Billion in 2015 to $170.21 Billion by 2020, at 
a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 9.8%.  The business model is selling the service or 
service + system software. QTagPass was selected for the MasterCard Techtrek at TechCrunch 
Shanghai 2016. We had filed two patents for different circle of authentication.

http://www.POLYDIGI.com

Pokeguide Limited http://www.pokeguide.com

POKEGUIDE app teaches you where to board the MTR train from the beginning to your 
destination, including transit stations. After leaving the MTR station, we will guide you how to 
go to your destination on the map. From now on, you won’t get loss in the MTR and stuck in 
the middle of the escalators. We also recommend you to leisure activities, appealing cuisine 
and shop discounts nearby your destination! You don’t need to open different apps anymore. 
When you are in a hurry, just open our app, we can help you plan your weekend. We even 
teach you how to go to these places.  The public loves the app and we beat Google Map and 
Baidu Map to be the top 10 download in iOS App Store. We got over 80,000 downloads after 
the official launch in April 2016. We gained huge market traction and had over 10+ newspaper, 
TV,	radio	and	magazines	featuring	us	without	spending	any	money.		

As a result, we won the following awards and currently in several incubation programs:   
Awards: 
- Hong Kong ICT Gold Award (Best Smart Hong Kong) 
- RetroSpot Pitch Night - Champion 
- Hong Kong Business - “Hong Kong’s 20 Hottest Startups 2016” 
- Techflier  - “11 Tech Startups in Hong Kong You Need to Know About in 2016” 

Incubation Program:
- HKSTP Incu-App Program 
- HKSTP JP Morgan STEP Program 
- PolyU Micro Fund 

- PolyU Good Seed 
- Facebook FbStart Program 
- Microsoft BizSpark Program
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Quik Ventures Limited http://www.quikspaces.com

Quikspaces is an online marketplace for flexible workspace rentals. Our vision is to create 
a sharing economy for office space in Asia by eventually making all unused offices and 
conference spaces available online at any time.   

Target Market:   
On the supply side, we target the following:   
(i) Co-working spaces (ii) Serviced offices (iii) Traditional offices  On the user side, our key 
target clientele include the following: (i) Startups (ii) Freelancers (iii) SMEs (iv) Business 
travellers  (v) Foreign companies entering into Hong Kong / Asia   We are launching in Hong 
Kong as we believe there is great potential for a platform like ours to thrive in cosmopolitan 
cities with a high concentration of business activity in the financial and technology sectors, 
and our plan is to expand outside of Hong Kong into neighboring Asian cities since there is 
strong	demand	for	flexible	office	space	in	such	markets	–	our	potential	cities	for	expansion	
include Shenzhen, Shanghai and Singapore.  

Business Model:  Our primary revenue model is to charge a 10% commission per booking 
transaction. We sign agreements with all the workspaces to ensure that we can still capture 
and get paid the commission due to us even when bookings takes place offline (e.g. where 
a prospective tenant inquires through our platform but pays directly to the workspaces). 
Our secondary revenue streams will be from affiliate marketing and also subscription 
fees for a network pass that allows our members to drop in on any workspaces within our 
network across Asia.  Achievements  We have recently been accepted into Cyberport’s 2-year 
Incubation Program. 

Preface 
Holdings Limited 

Speaking Textbook is a Learning App that specialises in explaining concepts, providing solutions 
to students’ existing textbooks in creative-video format. In other words, Speaking Textbook 
is like teachers and experts living in your existing books, working on the enhancement of the 
reading experience and learning effectiveness.  Why did we create hundreds of thousands 
of education videos explaining things on the traditional books? With the numerous Persona 
we did, students have problems with catching up to the pace of classes in school; parents 
realise supplementaries don’t help, because kids just can’t follow exercise books well without 
teachers’ elaboration.   We based our model on a monthly subscription of $100/ subject per 
month. With 770,000 k12 students in HK, each having at least has 10 textbooks, 5% market 
shares will get us $16 million USD in 2017, 30% shares will get us $97m USD in 2019, which 
is a billion HKD for Hong Kong market alone.  The scalability of the project is high with a 
replicated model, we will further develop enhanced video content for the language books, 
cook books, business books and travel books. Singapore and Taiwan are our next target for 
horizontal	expansion	of	our	services.	Via	wining	the	JP	Morgan	Funding	Program	and	Google	
EYE Program, the expansion to APEC regions and international markets will be more realistic.  
In short, Speaking Textbook is better, faster, and a lot cheaper compared to other market 
players.  “There’s nothing that cannot be learnt, you just have yet to meet the right teacher.”

http://www.speakingtextbook.com



R-Guardian Limited
https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=pv49VXds6w8

R-Guardian is a B2B startup to help fashion brands to create smart personal belongings.  The 
fashion industry has faced fierce competition in the past decade. Lack of Product Diversity 
and the function they offer remain stagnant. In recent years, some fashion brands see that 
smart personal belongings may be their way out. According to a survey done by delotte, over 
44%	of	fashion	brands	executive	see	the	next	big	thing	is	the	combination	of	technology	and	
their	products.	However,	not	even	4%	of	 them	have	achieved	 it.	 	R-Guardian	sees	the	paint	
point of these fashion brands. We offer them one stop solution from software to hardware to 
cloud solution. At the same time, we bring differentiation to their products and new functions 
to their customers.   We offer different function according to different personal belongings 
to solve the daily problem of customers. For backpack, we have sport tracking and phone 
charging. For luggage, we have GPS tracking and inbuilt digital scale. For umbrella, we have 
weather reminding and sharing umbrella function.   Also, our technology benefits the fashion 
brands by giving them precise after-sales data analysis including but not limited to product 
life cycle, usage duration, users’ geographical distribution etc. Also, we will make CRM 
integrated into our apps.  Ultimately, R-Guardian allows users to use one apps to control all 
their belongings and build the IoT platform for personal belongings.  

Retraction Limited http://www.retraction.com.hk

Obesity is global pandemic and the only way to help morbidly obese patients is surgery.  The 
surgery is performed through small holes and the surgeon has to move organs to reveal the 
target	zone	–	so	called	organ	retraction	–	and	we	named	our	company	after	highly	important	
concept.	 	 	RETRACTION	Limited	 is	 leveraging	 its	unique	blend	of	 skills	 –	US	and	UK	device	
expertise,	 Hong	Kong	managed	manufacturing,	 and	China	 based	 production	 –	 to	 radically	
re-think	endoscopic	 retraction.	 	REVEEL,	RETRACTION	Limited’s	 first	device,	 features	Active	
Traction,	thereby	allowing	“gentle”	retraction	of	large	organs,	without	crushing.		REVEEL	offers	
unparalleled exposure of the operating site and is optimized for large, fatty livers.  Faster, 
easier	 to	use,	 and	 incredibly	 strong,	REVEEL	 is	 truly	 a	next-generation	 retractor.	 	With	over	
3,500 commercial cases completed, RETRACTION is poised for growth.  Our well-conceived 
product roadmap will deliver a full range of products that will make RETRACTION the go-to 
solution provider of surgical mobilization devices.  Founded in Hong Kong and a recipient of 
HKSAR Government funding under the SERAP scheme, we are seeking investment capital to: 
develop the product range; create sales and marketing infrastructure; and drive down our 
COGS through investment in manufacturing infrastructure.  Our portfolio of international 
patents makes RETRACTION a serious contender in the medical device arena.  Using our 
global outreach through our distribution partners, it’s our goal to improve patient outcomes, 
make surgery safer, and make the surgeon’s job easier.   To this end, we shall continue to 
radically re-think surgical devices and procedures.
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Shining Plus 
Group Limited http://www.helloreporter.io/

HelloReporter & HelloPR is a PR startup, incubated in Google EYE. Through technology, we 
reinvent the traditional PR process to make PR affordable to Startups & SMEs. We not only 
help business owners to get media coverage to grow their business & improve branding at half 
of the traditional PR cost, we also empower business owners to DIY PR online via identifying 
the most relevant journalists, providing press release templates, ghost writer sourcing, PR 
review & media database for press release distribution service etc. Besides, we abandon the 
retainer fee model (6 - 12month binding contract) to provide the best flexibility to Startups & 
SMEs. We worked with over 25 Startup & SME related organizations to organize series of Media 
Pitch Day in HK to help selected Startups & SMEs pitch their business to journalists face-to-
face successfully.   

Awards & Recognition:  
- Incubatee of Google EYE   
- Incubatee of Jockey Club Incubation Programme for Social Innovation  
- Featured on HK Economic Times, Economic Digest, E27, SkyPost 

Seasafe Limited

BBiofouling refers to the undesired accumulation of organisms on manmade surfaces, causing 
serious technical and operational challenges for maritime industries at economic cost of 
25 billion US dollar per year. The global market for marine anti-fouling coatings has large 
potential with an annual growth rate of 12.2%, growing to US$ 7.5 (bn) by 2016.  Seasafe, a 
start-up company funded and operated by Prof.Qian’s research team from HKUST, is brought to 
market to maintain smooth, clean hulls achieving energy efficiency and reducing operational 
and environmental costs. From the Sea, For the Sea, Seasafe introduces for the first time ever 
an environmentally friendly antifoulant from marine natural product to combat biofouling. 
SeaSafe aims to be the global innovator in antifoulant technology, providing antifoulants that 
are effective, environmentally-friendly and economical to be produced. Our research team 
has developed and patented a series of natural product derived antifoulants. Among them, 
butenolide with perfect antifouling performance in field test, low environmental risk, and 
lost cost is the most promising antifoulant candidate with great potential market. Seasafe 
will concentrate our marketing efforts on the top paint manufacturers, Hempel and Chugoku 
which showed strong interest in our seasafe’s product butenolide, have contacted us for 
cooperation.  SeaSafe’s antifoulant’s techniques have already been patented in the U.S. and 
China. SeaSafe will license the anti-fouling technique to paint manufacturers and receives a 
fixed annual fee and royalties. The licensing model requires less initial investment, produces a 
shorter payback, lower risk and provides better protection of SeaSafe’s intellectual property.



Skipmenu Limited http://www.skipmenu.com

Skipmenu makes audio phone calls visual to save companies operational costs and capture 
unrealized	revenues.		Automated	attendant	IVR	(	“please	press	1”	phone	menu)	was	originally	
built	 for	call	 routing,	but	had	been	pressed	 into	customer	service	 for	over	40	years	without	
innovation.  Consumers obviously hate it, but companies also suffer from increased cost 
of serving customers (misrouting, accidental calls) and lost sales (high abandonment 
rates, poor timing of advertisements, poor conversion on audio ads).  Calls to businesses 
from smartphones is 85 billion (169 billion by 2020), serving 3 in 5 of all customer service 
interactions.	 	 Despite	 prevalence	 of	 email,	 chat	 and	 social	media,	 4	 in	 5	 customers	 prefer	
calling, while 2 in 3 businesses value calls highest among other incoming lead forms.  
Skipmenu brings customer support to the smartphone age via a phone-first omni-channel 
customer service stack with lightweight integration.  Skipmenu has proprietary infrastructure 
that integrates with any phone system and proprietary data-mining technology that has 
extracted thousands of menus from hotlines in Canada, USA, UK, Philippines, and Hong Kong 
since launch in May 2016.  Skipmenu sells advertisements and affiliate linking on each visual 
phone menu in its system.  Skipmenu signed partnerships with telecom, airline, and financial 
services companies in Canada and Hong Kong, charging via software as a service model, 
with diverse features such as deflection to chatbot, white-labelling, call traffic analytics, and 
advertising controls.

Sight-See

Sight-See is a platform targeting tourists, that provides a personalized travel experience. We 
envision a world in which people need not rely on generic information, but rather use our 
application to make the most of their stay.   According to the UN World Tourism Organization 
Tourism Highlights Report of 2015, Hong Kong is listed in the Top 10 of International Tourism 
Receipts. For this reason, Hong Kong is the perfect place to launch Sight-See.     

There are two Unique Selling Points of Sight-See:    
1. The application will use Augmented Reality to allow users to make ‘visual searches’, and 
learn about Hong Kong’s skyline with ease.   The Process:  -User takes a photo of a building/
monument through the app  -Photo screened alongside ingrained databases for recognition  
-App displays information regarding the building/monument e.g. exact location, timings, 
background information, history   

2. The app will take into account individual preferences to generate a recommended schedule 
for the user’s trip. This will be done by creating filters e.g. budget, trip duration, interests, 
time (for instance, 9am-6pm). The filters will be cross-referenced with an inbuilt categorized 
database, to create a customizable and personalized schedule for the user, whilst taking into 
account attraction timings.   The application would be offered for free to gain competitive 
advantage. Revenue would primarily be generated from advertisement fees (hotels, 
restaurants, travel agents, airlines), and in-app purchases to access certain features.  With 
Sight-See, we hope to inspire the travelers of today with the technology of tomorrow. 
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Spread-it http://www.spreadit.today

Spread-it is a platform that bridges brands to large amount of university micro-influencers 
at scale to promote on Instagram. Instead of having celebrities as the influencers, we have 
2,000 university students whose Instagram accounts are over 1000 followers on average, 
posting contents that are relevant to the brand at the same time. Imagine 2,000 people 
talking	about	a	brand	on	Instagram	at	once	–	this	is	the	viral	impact	value	that	we	bring	to	the	
brands.  Target clients are all the consumer and FMCG brands company, e.g. Topshop, H&M, 
Nestle, Coca-Cola etc.  Our Target market is brands that are doing Digital marketing & Brand 
awareness marketing. We start with the campus marketing market.  Currently we have been 
partnering with more than 22 brands like McDonald’s, H&M, Topshop, Clinique and various 
agency partners.

Sonikure 
Technology Limited http://www.sonikure.com

Sonikure	 Technology	 Limited	 is	 a	 university	 spin-off	 medtech	 startup	 founded	 in	 2014.	
Currently based in Hong Kong Science Park, the company has developed a needle-less 
ultrasound technology to non-invasively deliver drug into the eye. Aiming to replace 
intravitreal injections, the technology will revolutionize eye drug delivery.   In the huge ocular 
injectable drug market, valued at more than USD10 billion, 300+ million patients worldwide 
suffer from a variety of posterior eye diseases such as Wet AMD and diabetic retinopathy. 
Intravitreal injection, or direct eye injection, is currently the common treatment practise, 
where therapeutics are delivered into the eye using a syringe. Unlike the quick and easy 
transdermal injection, eye injection is a time and resources intensive procedure, in addition 
to being a horrifying experience for patients’ eyeball to be frequently punctured by needles.  
Based on 8+ years of research, the patented Sonikure technology demonstrated resounding 
success in pre-clinical studies, validating its safety and feasibility to deliver drugs into the 
eye at therapeutic levels. With a fully functional prototype, the product is currently being 
developed according to regulatory standards to prepare for future clinical studies. The 
product is expected to be market-ready in 2-3 years.   In additional to scientific validations via 
publications and participations at world-class conferences, as a young startup, Sonikure has 
received	numerous	validations	including:	Google	We	Solve	for	X	(Moonshot	project);	Kairos’	
Society (Global Top 50 Startup 2015); Rice Business Plan Competition (Top 9 participant, 
Semi-finalist); and TiE International Business Plan Competition (HK & Asia Winner 2015). 



The Hero Enterprise Limited

CarWash.HK allows car owners to decide when and where to have their car washed, and 
CarWash.HK’s helper (mainly retired elderly) will go on-site to provide car washing service.

By using CarWash.HK’s unique “waterless carwash” technology, helpers no longer need to 
bring along with a big bucket of water. With tools which can fit into a hand-bag, workers can 
complete a car washing job almost effortlessly. By taking a job and work for about half an 
hour, they can earn at least double of the statutory minimum wage of remuneration.

For professional car detailing, since most of the cargo van drivers are self employed with 
their own vehicle, we provide training to them (for a month) and they can provide waxing and 
coating for CarWash.HK. We put tools including electric generator into their cargo van which 
consumes only one-fifth of the vehicle space, cargo van drivers can earn a whole day salary 
for driving by providing a 6-hour service for CarWash.HK. And they can still take their logistic 
jobs after working for us.

Many car owners in Hong Kong have no sense of car maintenance. They don’t like to go to 
a garage for scheduled maintenance work because of the long waiting time and there’s high 
chance of being cheated by garages. Hence we have started to provide door-to-door oil 
change and basic car maintenance service.

Studio-R 
Company Limited http://www.homey-shop.com

In the past, the creativity of designing a home was stopped by the tool complexity. With this 
innovative, creative, convenient and easy to use tool that combines game and animation 
element, people’s creativity of home design can be recovered again. People can just sit back at 
home and design their new home with only one hand without any training. HOMEY is designed 
to eliminate all the annoying issues in the home designing process such as drawing floor 
plans, testing wall colors or floor patterns, sourcing material suppliers and seeking advice 
from experts. HOMEY is a simple and one-stop home decoration mobile application, which 
has already been won the followings: Cocoon pitch night May Final, second runner-up HK ICT 
Award	2015	-	Best	Life	Style,	Gold;	HK	ICT	Award	2014	-	Best	Startup,	Merit	Serap,	Government	
HKSAR Cyberport Creative Micro Fund Cyberport Iccubation Programme PolyU Micro-Fund; 
Microsoft Biz Spark Plus Ease of use and user experience are our main goal when we deal 
with the usability and accessibility in the design process. With hundreds of reviews and lots of 
evaluation, we fine-tuned our product to produce a very user-friendly design tool. Everybody, 
even without training, can design their home with only one hand. They do not need to think 
about the dimension and measurement and everything will fit their actual home size. The 
users can no longer spend time on choosing and buying furniture or accessories. Just a few 
clicks can finish the process of designing, visualizing, placing order and delivery. 
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Trav-guider

There are many historical tourist spots in China such as Forbidden City and Summer Palace 
in Beijing which have lots of interesting story behind them. In the market, people usually 
join a tour (~RMB100) or rent an audio device (RMB 20) in order to enjoy the stories.  Trav-
guider is an app which uses GPS to locate the user’s location during travelling around the 
sites. When user is near a tourist spot or a place has interesting story behind, Trav-guider 
will inform the user and provide an audio message which let user understand more about 
the spot by listening the audio. The ultimate goal of Trav-guider is to enhance our users’ 
travelling experience.  In China, most of tourist spots will provide an audio device rental 
service (RMB20+200 deposit). Trav-guider can cooperate with government because the cost 
of maintenance of the audio device can be greatly reduced and at the same time to provide 
a better sightseeing experience.  Besides the cooperation with government, Trav-guider can 
have another business model. Trav-guider can base on package selling. For example, if a user 
travel in Beijing, he/she can purchase “Forbidden City” or “Summer Palace+Yuanmingyuan” 
package. User can even make his/her own package which base on his/her travelling plan.  
Trav-guider	can	also	be	used	in	exhibition	event	such	as	exhibition	in	museums.	Visitor	can	
get a card with RFID chip, once RFID receiver detects that the user is in front of the exhibit, 
Trav-guider can play the related audio message . That’s the future development.

TravelFlan http://TravelFlan.com

TravelFlan collects data on travel behavior. With utilizing AI-Powered Chatbot, our product 
creates upsell opportunities for industry leaders. We are 500 Startups company, have built 
AI	 technology	with	 top	engineers	 in	Silicon	Valley.	Our	 sales	 team	has	been	working	 in	 the	
industry for over 20 years for partnerships with industry leading corporates including key 
hotel chains and airlines.  Some quick stats:  
- Working with Airline Partners to enhance the upsell opportunities 
- 1M+ User Inquiries over 6 months 
- 30% conversion rate from engagement to purchase 
- 50% of customers are referred by existing users 
- Average Saving 
- 30 hours & 20% $ Saving per trip for travelers 



Tronico Technology 
Company Limited http://www.tronico.com.hk

We are specialised in developing and launching DIY Wireless Smart Home Device / System. 
Our solution can achieve lighting control, home security, remote access, scene control, home 
automation with user orientated system in one single platform. Our ultimate goal is to provide 
smart home solution in a DIY concept in affordable prices. We hope that smart home system 
can become essential for every family user in coming years by our DIY solution.   One of our 
signature devices is the smart lighting module which allow user to convert their traditional 
light sources into smart lighting without changing the light sources and light panels.  We 
successfully implement our system into one of the secondary school, meeting room, interior 
design demo room. Recently, we are working closely with different local & oversea partners 
in different countries. In Hong Kong, we are targeting to work with interior design company, 
system integrator, property developer to implement our solution via different segments. For 
oversea, we are targeting business partnership to distribute our solution in their markets.  
From the statistic, only 1% of family user is having a smart home system in their house. Thus, 
it will be a huge market to target smart home system on mid end & low end market.      

Travie Limited http://www.travie.co/

Travie is an Automatic Travel Assistant on mobile devices covering event planning, budgeting, 
purchasing, assistance, monitoring, summarising and sharing, providing value by simplifying 
the planning and budgeting process, purchasing all products at a single point of contact, 
providing convenience to save the hassle of studying the trip, help monitoring budget to 
ensure frugality, summarising the experience for memories and sharing the trip experience 
easily to friends and family.
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Viewfinder http://viewfindervf.wixsite.com/viewfinder-main

Viewfinder	 is	 an	 online	 peer-to-peer	 mentoring	 platform	 for	 university	 students	 to	 guide	
high schoolers through their transition to college. Mentors provide an honest opinion to all 
questions, whether it’s about the application process, campus life, or university courses. Our 
aim	 is	 to	 help	 high	 schoolers	 find	 the	 right	 university	 for	 the	 next	 3-4	 years.	 	We	 launched	
our service just a month ago in beta, and mentees are not charged during this trial period. 
However, after beta, mentors are paid based on pricing tiers, which will be determined by the 
ratings	given	 to	 them	and	 the	number	of	hours	he/she	commits.	Viewfinder	charges	a	15%	
commission for each mentor session. We have a substantial market size of at least 180,000 
F4-F6	high	school	students	in	Hong	Kong.	Viewfinder	has	recruited	over	50	mentors	from	top	
universities	around	the	world,	and	had	over	15	scheduled	sessions.			Viewfinder	was	awarded	
with the Hong Kong Young Entrepreneur Award by the Young Founders School in May, and got 
sponsored	$1000	USD	by	Credit	Suisse.	We	were	interviewed	by	Bloomberg	TV,	and	pitched	at	
the 2016 RISE Tech Conference on the Breakthrough Stage. 

VeeRC

VeeR	 is	 an	 R/C	 car	 with	 Virtual	 Reality	 (VR)	 experience.	 A	 high-definition	 camera	 with	 our	
Multi-Axis Platform Balancing(MAPB) technique which is now applying for patent is secured 
in the car, providing a steady and real driving experience for the user. Only a limited space is 
required	for	you	to	drive	VeeR,	having	an	adventure	time	in	the	world	of	giants.			What’s	more	
is	VeeR	is	also	capable	of	Augmented	Reality(AR)	function.	When	users	put	on	the	VR	goggles	
and open our app, not only they could see from the R/C car, but also AR objects shown on 
the	screen.	We	will	update	AR	tasks	in	the	app	so	every	user	can	enjoy	playing	VeeR	alone,	or	
competing	with	friends	any	time	they	want.			VeeR	is	not	only	an	R/C	car	with	VR	technique	but	
also	it	is	one	of	the	most	advanced	R/C	car.	The	radio	control	is	using	2.4GHz	channel	enable	
large range of control, using Li-battery like those in Tesla Motor. Also the other parameter 
like breaking force, torque, motor speed curve can be monitored and adjusted by the app on 
phone,	making	it	really	easy	to	adjust	your	car.		The	3D	printed	car	case	makes	VeeR	a	highly	
personalized r/c which we can design the graphic and shape of the car case.  



Well Being Digital Limited

Well Being Digital (WBD101) targets to build the world’s largest suite of pre-medical IoT 
devices. We have been developing highly accurate sensing technology that can sense 
physiological	data	namely	dynamic	heart	rate,	VO2max,	balance	and	gait	and	stress	etc	that	
are licensed to Tier 1 wearable brands, such as Parrot (Famous French IoT company), Muzik (a 
Twitter investment), Helfis (largest Indian Pre-Medical startup) and also to the World’s Biggest 
Heart Rate Chestbelt brand. As the Preventive Healthcare (Pre-Medical) is expected to exceed 
US$200 billion by 2020, stakeholders are trying to allay rising medical costs and take care of 
an increasing ageing population by developing preventive healthcare wearables to enable 
people to know about their pre-medical conditions. We have more than 35 patents from USA, 
Europe, China, Hong Kong etc. These technologies have also won multiple international and 
local awards including Best Wearable Mobile Technology Award at Mobile World Congress 
2016, besides licensing to Tier 1 wearable brands.    So far we have formed two joint venture 
partnerships with people of specific B2C market knowledge to develop stylish pre-medical 
devices for different market segments to allow users to gain insights of their pre-medical 
conditions, we have also brought in a PhD consultant in Machine Learning and Big Data Base 
to help convert those insights into actionable items for the users. We are raising funds in 
order to penetrate into other pre-medical segments to capture a share in this $200B market 
by	forming	more	profit-sharing	JVs	with	domain	knowledge	experts.		

http://www.wbd101.com

Viewider Limited http://www.viewider.com

Viewider	 is	a	machine-learning	engine	 for	e-commerce	merchant	 to	operate	 its	business	 in	
Pricing	/	cross-selling	even	merchandizing	area.	Currently	we	have	over	1.4	mil	 items	using	
our engine and generate over US $2 mil business in last 8 months.



The Hong Kong Research Institute of Textiles and Apparel (HKRITA) brings government, 
industry partners and the research community together to foster social development 
and drive economic growth by stimulating innovation, providing ideal solutions to the 
textiles and clothing industry and the society.

HKRITA features a series of novel technologies, translating applied research into 
functional designs. These technologies provide smart functions on textile materials and 
environmentally-friendly solutions to the production which facilitate a more sustainable 
development of the industry.

Smart Techs in  
Material Translation

This outfit is designed by Meiyi Cheung, and is made with 
sustainable recycled textiles “Inno-Green”. 

The technology is a dedicated recycling process which 
collects colour sorted fabric remnants and converts them 
into new yarn for weaving and knitting. 

The process reduces the amount of waste that ends up in 
local landfills. 

INNO . GREEN

M E I Y I  C H E U N G

Sustainable recycled garments
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住家飯 HomeMeal
“住家飯” is an online homemade meal trading platform apps that provide a communication 
channel between housewives and their neighbours who want to eat homemade meal. In this 
apps , housewife can sell their homemade meal to their neighbours and their neighbours can 
choose who to patron . 

The trading process is as below : 

N o te :  I n fo r m a t i o n  o f  t h e  1 0 0  f i n a l i s t s  i s  p ro v i d e d  b y  t h e  co n te s ta n t s ,  a n d  i s  s u b j e c t  to  c h a n ge  w i t h o u t  p r i o r  n o t i ce .    

Housewife who want to sell their homemade meal, can register as a meal provider in  
“住家飯” apps , they should state their background information , such as their living district ,  
type and price of their meal etc.  

People who want to purchase homemade meal, can register as a diner in “住家飯” apps.  

Diner chooses which housewife meal provider that matches their needs, such as the same 
living district, type of meal, available time slot, etc.  

Housewife confirms the trade with the diner in “住家飯” app .   

Housewife and diner decide the trading day, time and location. The meeting day, time and 
location should be convenient for both of them.  

In the meeting place, housewife gives their homemade meal to the diners, face to face.   

The diner pays cash on delivery to the housewife.  

They can maintain the trading relationship if they want to. The whole process is very similar 
to the private tutor agency website. But “住家飯” apps is for homemade meal trading.    

1 . 
 

2.

3 . 

4.

5 . 

6.

7.

8.

Yolo Getaway

How many hours have you spent digging into travel blogs and to compare different routes 
using google map? End up just repeating the attractions that you have visited before?  
Getaway is an integrated travel portal that assists traveller to plan itinerary efficiently, flexibly 
and creatively.  Through a web app platform, Getaway guarantees user to plan and book a 
complete itinerary in matters of seconds. The mobile app even provides on-site navigation 
and services to ensure a complete customer experience.  Independent traveller can take up 
to 2 weeks to research and plan their itinerary. The pain-points can be broadly attributed into 
three aspects. 

(1) Scattered and messy information on the Internet  
(2) Difficult to compare and replicate travel blogger’s itinerary   
(3) Run out of new travel ideas. 

With Getaway, it assembles tourist information from official tourism board, mapping service, 
geolocation database, together with an extensive network of bloggers, to provide accurate 
information and customised itinerary in an organised manner.  With an interactive drag-n-
drop function, user can easily source attractions that they would like to visit. With 1 click, the 
itinerary can self-optimise to ensure the itinerary is the most cost effective and time efficient. 
With another click, all reservation items within the itinerary can be booked.  Getaway provides 
on-site navigation over the entire itinerary, and provide real-time calibration assistance if 
there is any sudden change in the journey. With reference to user pre-selected attractions, 
the mobile app will also provide tailored push recommendation to user while they are on-site.

http://yologetaway.com/


